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As I began to explore the evocative nature of language, the creation of themes and

images, and the rhythm and beauty of words that I feel must accompany meaning, I

discovered that I had always seen and heard and felt the world as many of my characters

do; in this I came to realize that I have always, therefore, lived somewhat apart from

things in the world that I have always experienced existence as troubling and severed

and yet as something breathtakingly beautiful. Somewhere between these two truths is a

place of perpetual loss, a place suspended and uncertain, yet one that is full of the

unbearable possibility of hope. In my work, in this collection of stones, drawing on my

own sensibility in the use of language that straddles both the dark and revealing, and in

invoking composite themes that offer no grounding and that invite decentering, I ask the

reader to cross over into this world, however unnerving. It is not a secure or comfortable

world; it is not a world that offers answers or a final place to settle into. However, it is a
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world that attempts to give language to the conceptual aspects of our fading conditions,

both individually and collectively, to the precarious and veiled places of our

hopelessness, and to the bright and vibrant sparks that exist within the sputtering of

deaththat of the larger connotation of transience.
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Ran the Peddler

I need to make some money but how does one go about making money

anymore and then there are all the essentials like medicine and water and heat and rent

and clothes and transportation arid food and it is all dwindling away so I feel there

may be a bad ending to things.

Perhaps I should introduce myself.

1 am Sean. 1 am seventy-one and I worked thirty-nine years in a mill but it

closed so I collected for a while but it is finished and I looked for other positions but I

am failing because I am old and they do not like me. My savings are gone and my

rent goes up. My social security does not. The car I drove is gone. My teeth are bad.

My wife is dead. We have no kids. Do poor houses still exist?

Sometimes when I go out I look like a bum. But then I ask myselfWhat is a

burn? Who is a bum? I used to walk around town but now mostly just up the street.

Our place is on the outskirts. It is damp and needs repairs but still the rent goes up. I

had plans to move but I am tired. Now I must cook up something else.

Jerry comes over. He is large with shirts that are stained and busting open at

the buttons. He smokes and combs his hair over, which is held in place by its own

grease. Sometimes he wears a suit jacket that flips and flops around so that I am able

to see that he carries a gun. He is my landlord. My last landlord was Phil. That was

eight years ago. When Phil left following a bankruptcy problem, Jerry took over. I
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was not late on my payments so the only thing that was different was where to send

the check or money order. Mv wife and I lived here for fourteen years. I have been

here for seven years on my own. The ftineral costs and her last few months wiped us

out. Phil left around the same time she did and it was then that Jerry took over. It is a

little one-bedroom house with a garden of old roses that are all blackened and rusty

and yet they continue to grow.

Years ago we were thought to be on the farming side of town. We were

surrounded by fields and the road was quiet and town was just over the bridge.

Sometimes at night we could see the fluorescent glow of the city. Now we are

located, without even moving, in the city. Boundaries change.

There is a mattress store and gas stations and fast food restaurants and now

even a little mini-mart arid an adult and quick cash store. I am surrounded by

commerce of a low and sad nature.

The bridge is gone and so is the little creek. There is a culvert and it is filled

with garbage and floating filth and grocery carriages and they have built several ramps

that go this way and that right by our house. I guess they are bridges to somewhere.

The fields are gone and so are the big trees that used to shade cows. I am sure they

used to shade cows because they stood so tall and grew in such a manner that if I

covered my side vision and focused on them I always got a feeling of cows lying

under those trees. You can always tell where old pastures used to be because of

brambles and tufts of grasses that grow in that kind of grazing pattern and one time I

walked over there when my wife got sick and I was kicking at stones just under the



dirt and aIthouh I wasnt thinkint about it at the time I ant now convinced it was the

remains of a barn. I vent back there a lot after she died before things began to change

and there were fbundations underground and some field stones where they might have

lived or kept root vegetables.

I think Jerry carries a gun to be tough. I do not think he has problems with

gangsters or anything and I myself am not afraid. I-Ic frequents the adult store and I

can see his car parked there a lot especially late at night. When he collects rents the

gun is a fornt of protection but it may also be a way to get women. He is not too old

but he is fat and has about him an air of restaurants and business steaks. Women like

this. There is a bar just down the road that is lit up and noisy with music and cars and

tires that screech. Often I lie awake till dawn and I think and make plans and the

sounds of the bar come in the window by our bed. A while ago rain came in too but

after asking Jerry for repairs I put up some plastic. I stapled and taped it and nothing

gets in but it sucks in and out with the wind. In the winter and fall it is very cold and

windy and for a couple of bucks I did my own repairs. Mostly 1 spent some years

getting used to being alone and then I had to stop when I lost my job when the mills

went south. Now I know this place is too big for me and it is not the same anymore.

Jerry has a number of other rentals he says that are in worse shape titan ours and he

said that mothers and kids live in them and it is all he can do to work on their places.

Things are moving in on me. Almost every day I am disturbed with thoughts about

what to do. But then a year goes by with Jerry rent-raising and nte myself having to

make do and once again summer is over and the fall winds come.
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But I think this fall skill be different.

I worked outside \.\ith the bushes and shrubs and I kept the roses pruned. The

trellis is now hidden, burdened under heavy wet roses and it is hendin and cracking

but still has kept its shape. I lost my clippers in there. They were my wife's. They

are probably rusting along with the rake. I sit in my chair a lot. One time a photo

blew away out of the adult store parking lot. It landed in my roses and got caught. I

plucked it down and brought it in the house. It is a shiny black and white picture of a

woman sitting in a chair. She has no clothes on and is showing herself off. I was

staring and staring at it for a couple of days and putting it away under the chair in case

Jerry came over and I planned to burn it out back in the burn barrel but every day

something else came up. It is not so good but sometimes I can't help it. I would be

sitting there and when my program came on the radio or a ball game she was right

there under the chair right where the handle is for the foot rest and 1 usually put my

feet up to listen and lean back. Afterwards I put her away and always feel funny

remembering my wife, Wives are always better because afterwards they hum in a nice

little voice and wrap their bathrobes around themselves and they go make snacks or

stay and scratch your back talking till you fall asleep. I still have the photo but I put

her away in the closet in my suitcase where I keep some ratty sweaters so mostly I just

sit in my chair. Two weeks before the rent is due I get nervous that Jerry will raise it

again and I take out the photo a lot. In the other room on the wall hangs a portrait of

Catherine over where the glass cabinet used to be. I can't see her from my chair. it

was a present for me on my sixtieth birthday and she had her hair done up and the



background is of autumn trees but the picture was taken in Sears. Once I asked Jerry

for a lease but he said in these times it is better for people to have choices. My

savings are down and I always think I should have enough at my fingertips in case I

need to rent a truck. When I had the telephone I called and inquired about moving

trucks. It seems they are not too much and if I move just over town it may only cost

about sixty dollars if! dont take all our belongings.

But I know this is not what will happen. I am convinced that there is

something else in store for me and I can tell because the roses have grown so tall and

wild and the weeds and grass are high and the house is covered and draped in a musty

rot. Things from the outside do not apply to me anymore. And in fact I am not sure

they ever did. This in itself gives me hope. And it may just boil down to money

although I am not so sure it is that easy. I mean it is not easy to get money if you have

none but my feelings tell me that something else is coming my way. Perhaps it is

death but that is too simple and common,

Tonight I will walk to the mini-mart and buy some sausages. I go get my coat

out of the closet and I look at the suitcase where the picture is. Instead of my coat I

think about unlocking the suitcase. But I know I will not get my supper if! take the

picture out. I am hungry and this is what happens when I am hungry and it is cold and

dry and snow is in the air. Sometimes this briskness and thrill helps conceals the fact

that I am surrounded by ugliness. I put on my coat. There is a strong diesel smell on

the road and lights blink and cars swerve. My nose runs and it is red and by the time 1

enter the store I know that I look like a bum, I am sniffing and snorting and rubbing
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stufi out of my cold eyes and out from under mx nose Yellow and orange lights and

showy advertisements and a smell of rotisserie sausages all mix with the nice heat that

greets me at the door. They know me here and I am not allowed to hang around as if

shopping. The tuv is used to the idea that 1 come in for one or two things at the most.

And it is obvious that things will not change.

No one here knows I was married because this store was built after Catherine

died. We used to drive over to Finast to shop and that is way across town. Here they

consider me a poor guy which I am and not one to cultivate for trade. Once I saw

people in suits and ties come in for coffee and the manager smiled and began to wipe

around with his cloth and even helped escort these men to over where the sugar and

creamer powder was and he asked if they'd prefer plastic spoons or wooden stirrers.

And he even told them to come back. They now keep the sugar and cream stuff under

guard closer to the counter. I come in two or three times a week, maybe four. What I

usually buy are Fig Newtons and I try to get a day-old newspaper.

I stand by the counter digging out change. Jack has worked here the longest

ever since the store opened. He has never come to like me even though I am his best

and oldest and most faithful customer. When they first opened there was a grand

opening and I stayed all day. They gave away free coffee and ginger snaps and

donuts. Ginger snaps were my wife's favorites. I ate a lot. A couple of years ago they

renovated and put a new floor in and changed the colors and added more items for sale

such as car parts and lottery stuff and they expanded their beer coolers and enlarged

the cigarette counter and put it overhead. it was after that that Jack changed. He used



to give me yesterdav s paper Noadavs you can get a refillable soda that is actually

about a gallon. it has the name of the store on it and comes with a big plastic straw.

They sell fancy coffee drinks from out of those hissing, machines and those biscuity

things. Jack doesn't talk to me and neither does his other worker guy. They stand

behind the counter watching me and asking me if I'm through. I stopped asking for

old papers.

I can smell the sausages and if Jack thinks I don't know how they change the

sausages around when they see me coming he's stupid. But I am at a disadvantage.

When I walk up to the store in the parking lot especially on summer nights when they

can see me coming there is a general mayhem in the store arid if Jack is alone I can see

him reaching under the counter pulling out a package and running to the sausage case.

If he has his cohort with him this underling does the job. I cannot really see what he

does but after a month or two I began to tell the difference between a fresh rotisseiie

sausage and an old dried out one. They've been pawning them off on me is what they

do. But I got lucky once and came in when they were actually selling the fresh ones to

other people and they didn't have time to do their shenanigans so I had one that was

juicy and popped and squirted and had those smoky bits in it. And it was hot. I forgot

how they used to be so hot.

Tonight there is that rank smell over by the case and 1 will not be buying a

sausage even though my mouth is watering. They are a German sort of sausage and

remind me of when I was young even though we were Irish. Sausages generally run

through a lot of people's cultures and are actually a sign of prosperity. Jack has done



his secret deed and waits by the i-e ister contemplating a sale and wiping his hands on

brown paper towels. Unfortunately I am craving a sausage. You can get them on

buns with lots of condiments all for ninety-nine cents. I walk over just to sniff up

close and pretend to he iiiterested in other things. I riffle through the comics and twirl

the display and then turn to look at the frozen foods and see that box of corndogs. I

don't think I could eat them all up fast enough and they cost ten-ninety-nine for

twenty-four and besides my freezer is filled solid with ice. In the reflection I see Jack

looking at me and he is tapping his fingers on the counter. But I also see the rotisserie

image and I turn again to tak.e in how slow it is turning in real life and how the

sausages stay put in their own little grooves spinning in place in their grease. There

are clowns and circus tents painted on the grill in yellow and red with big letters that

say BIG BITE. 1 see only two sausages and suppose they were put there for me. I

give in as the door opens and a wind stirs up the air and the odor of sausage breaks me

down. And just before I walk up to the counter a woman and two small kids come in

running around like a wild bunch and the kids dash up to the sausages and scream that

they want BIG BITES. So she orders them both with all the trimmings except onions

and a pack of Kings Menthol. She has long hair that is dark at the roots and light

orange at the tips, only the roots and the tips meet at her ears. It is wispy and thin.

The kids stuff sausages in their mouths fighting to get out of the doors first and one of

them drops his sausage and looks up afraid at his mother like he knew what was

coming. She yells at him and calls him idiot and tells him to pick it up and wipe it off.

When they are getting into their truck I hear her yell more and through the window she
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whops him. Then she looks out and over to us smiling as she backs up with a cigarette

in her mouth. I can see the boy's face because the kids are allowed to stand up in the

cab and he is crying and trying to get at his brother s clean sausage. The woman is

shifting and slapping. Jack must be in heaven that he sold his old food and both of

them at that. So I wait to see if he will refill his case and put back the real McCoys.

But he doesn't and soon it is time to go and make a choice about supper so I get my

Fig Newtons and just as I am ready to pay 1 grab a Slim Jim and then another and then

a piece of jerky.

It is cold and dark and takes about twenty minutes for me to get home or a little

longer on a night like tonight. I have to rest so I usually sit on my roadside perch. I

rest on the guardrail that is dented and dull, watching the adult store. There is

business there around the clock starting in the mornings with a thin but steady flow. 1

notice how men get out of their cars and look around before going in stuffing their

hands in their pockets and walking in an artificial brisk manner to get right in the door

just as if they were out for a loaf of bread. At noon there is a general mayhem that

lasts for about an hour. And in the evenings like now beginning around four o'clock

the parking lot fills and stays filled until midnight when they close.

I eat a Fig Newton and crumple the bag. Cars go by and the night smells of

gasoline and diesel and lots of times people shout and throw things at me like empty

cups and bits of food. One time they binged me with one of those tiny record things

for computers. They got me under my eye and it was slit open and bloody and I had to

use the paper bag for a blotter but it was worn out by then from me mangling it open
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and shut to get at the cookies so it \as softer than you would expect. I took the record

to the pawnshop to sell but the two men there shook their heads and continued talking.

I left pretending I was interested in the rings until I had a moment to slip out.

My house is dark and when I let myself in there is a sense that someone else is

in the room but I know this is not true and it is only my imagination. I ignore all sorts

of signs like this because it is a signal that 1 have been on my own for a while with a

pretty predictable routine. But I now feel that it also shows that this routine may by

thwarted and this I know because lately I have begun to think about money and Jerry

and where I might go in the event he raises the rent above and beyond what 1 can pay.

My bedclothes are damp but I turn on my light and let it burn while I go to the

toilet. You would be surprised at how much warmth a lamp can give off and if you

are careful and don't forget about it you can dry out things. You can also burn stuff

and I have a couple of pillowcases and socks that have brown crispy patches on them.

In the bathroom I have a nightlight that is stuck into the plug by the sink. It is just a

regular one with a little pointed bulb. We used to have one that was square and had

violets imprinted on it and at night if you had to get up it gave off a blue-green light

and my wife used to dab some perfume on it so it gave off a pretty smell. But this one

is all the light! need and as a rule I pull it out and set it on the rim of the sink for the

next night. On nights like this with the north wind blowing and getting revved up for

winter the plastic is going like mad. I climb in. We!! actually I fall in and things creak

and groan. My pajamas are baggy and twist up as I try to find my comfortable place.



The bed is up against the wall and it bangs a couple of times The sheets are gritty like

my feet. Sometimes 1 ear my coat to bed.

Before dawn I ake up and see a large shado outside against the window. It

moves as if pacing and the shape of it blocks out the moon every so often so that I am

kept further awake by uneven lighting. It is like a slow blinking sign.

in the morning the weather is chilly and dry so it could snow and then I would

have to walk in it if! go to the store. This is okay but last year 1 fell down when no

one was looking because it was close to the house before I crossed the road and no

cars were coming. I lay in the snow next to my guardrail and for a minute 1 was able

to see down into the gully into that culvert at all the trash and how it was covered over

in snow and how it broke through the icy black water. Things take on that different

look as they do when it snows, and even sounds are changed and for a moment

everything was pretty. Cars rolled by muffled and the chains sounded like sleigh

hells. I turned my head and enjoyed the sights. It took me a few seconds to recognize

stuff like tires and old crates and junk in the water because they were mounded up

covered with snow and I played guessing games with myself until I felt I could move.

I hoisted myself up pretty quick when I had been staring at an odd friendly shape that I

couldn't quite place until I focused and it became a dead dog. Under the crust of

white snow I saw dried blackish blood and brittle fur. As I worked to get up using the

rail and some cables that were attached I got a glimpse of its face and of course its

teeth were bared and its eyes were open. That is the way dogs always look from being

hit by cars. When you live in a place where there wasn't a road and then suddenly
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there is. lots of animals et killed I remember walkinu on to the store and it started

snowing hard and all of a sudden I realized that it wasnt a dog because it had orange

fur and then I knew it was a fox But the same goes for them.

When I go today to get my dinner I will get my supper too. I have things to do

to get ready for winter like wrapping pipes and putting stuff away. I should be pretty

busy, I guess I should do some washing. I do it like Catherine did. I put it in the sink

in hot water and wring it out and fling it over the rack. She did her delicates that way,

as she used to call them. But I found out the same goes for trousers and socks. And

will light a fire. Otherwise it takes days to dry and sometimes they never get dry with

just the thermostat on and I have a rule never to turn it up past fifty-five but I have

been tempted but Jerry comes first, otherwise I might be out in the streets. I stick to

my guns a lot. But log hauling is hard and we are pretty much out of wood. lt is about

noon and the sky darkens over. My windows seem to fog up and then the door

knocks. This is a peculiar time for Jerry to come by and the rent isn't due for a week.

The knocking gets louder. If he needs to raise it this time I have a plan to tell him that

he will have to get another tenant but I am afraid he will say okay and then I will have

to remind him of how long he has rented to me and he may sense my worry and then I

am done for. The knocking stops just as quick as it started. I go over and peer out of

the little rectangle windows we have on our front door. They are in a diagonal design

and I can see out perfect from the middle one. My wife always used the lower one.

Nobody is there. After a minute of an odd ringing silence the knocking begins again

just as if it were a church lady bringing by some buns. I scratch myself like I do



sometimes when I et nervous it makes a loud animal noise so 1 stop. Mv hand rests

in my crotch and it is warm. I swallow a few times hut nothing will go down. It

makes a gulping noise and hurts my Adam's apple And then more of that well-

mannered knocking but I am expecting nobody.

I reach for the door staring at all the old familiar grease marks on the wood.

For a few seconds I. run my eyes over splotchy fingerprints and smudges. I focus on a

spot that is curvy and fluid on the left side of the doorjamb. It is also reddish and

rusty. Years fall away and a violet scent fills my nose and then I hear Catherine's

voice and her ghost comes through the door with grocery bags in her arms and her hair

all done up with make-up and new shoes. She calls to me in a sing-song voice. I go

over to her to help with the packages and she trips on her heels into my arms and spills

groceries and cans everywhere and we laugh so hard she cries and with her right hand

she wipes at her face powder and make-up from under her eyes and her laughing

mouth with fingers all smudged in lipstick and I kiss her as she raises her wet face up

to mine wearing the gold earrings I got for her and she holds on to the door jambs with

both hands balancing on one foot with the other foot bare and bent up pointed dainty

as women sometimes do.

It fades. The little memory picture is gone. For a few moments sound lingers

and her laughter rings in the air until this too fades and all that is left is the smell of

violets and then this too is gone. I stare and remain stuck in place with my hand held

out to answer the door.
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My iinzers are curled into an old claw. \1y nails are black underneath but this

is not because of dirt but from my work in the mill. There has always been oil and lint

in there somewhat like oakum There is a part of me that is erased when open a door.

It is like a little trance And at the last second when my hand is gripped in the air

ready to turn the knob I come back to myself and tbr a flash I am nothing. So for a

billionth of an instant there is nothing on one side of the door and a nobody on the

other.

Suddenly I stumble back when the knocking starts again and this time the door

slams open and knocks me in the face and I let go of the knob like a hot potato and fall

back inside the house. The door swings wide and bangs against the wall. On the

porch right at my feet is an enormous skull, it is a human skull and I know it is a skull

because I see those cracked lines all over the top of it like stitches and it is yellowish

and shiny and wobbles around looking right up at me with huge empty sockets holding

his head up in his hand just as if he were lounging on my porch. I follow the spine

down through the ribs and hipbones to kneecaps and shins all the way down the stairs

to the concrete walk where his clattering old feet intrude on the roses. And then I

understand. He is too tall to have simply just walked up and knocked. He had to lie

down and wedge himself up on the porch and use his finger to poke at my door. He

has now stopped knocking and has begun tapping his finger hones on the pithy wood

of the porch just as if he were bored.

"Hello Sean. my name is Ivan and I am a peddler."
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Usually I never .zet peddlers so riht away I am a little grateful I am also

immediately impressed by his forthrightness

Ivan shimmies dowii and out from under the porch and ends up sitting on the

concrete walkway on his hipbones. They scrape and drag like bamboo and he leaves

powdery chunks and chalky trails of himself as he adjusts to this upright position.

Weeds are caught in his foot bones and a couple of dead roses are wedged between his

toes. Ivy winds itself up to his shins and it looks like he is wearing those old sandals

from out of the Bible. I think about offering him a glass of water or something but

then I recall it is autumn and try to remember if there is any tea or coffee left. On the

bottom step is a big black bag with handles. It looks like a valise or a doctor bag only

a lot larger. Out of habit I begin to make up excuses not to buy anything so that 1 will

have a reason to say no, Years before when we still got salesmen they were selling

everything from fancy foil pictures to perfumes. And eons before that there were even

Fuller Brush Men and Girl Scouts. Religious people came by and so did the Kirby

folks.

Ivan is now clambering and wobbling to get up and once standing he bends

way over to pluck greenery from himself. His backside is to me and 1 can see right

through him all the way to the roses. I walk out onto the porch to wait politely for the

sales pitch. Squinting through Ivan I am able to see under the arch of the roses and I

notice how low they droop and how blackened they are. Ivan is picking and cleaning

out his feet and shinbones and throwing snatches of plant life off to one side all the

while mumbling after which he rises to face me and wiping off his hands he asks for a



cigarette. It puts you right off when the person selling asks you for something and I

wonder for a moment if this is a new ploy. I answer that I have none and as he walks

closer towards the porch I can see how tall he is. And as I am standing on the porch

myself my eyes are about level with his ribs. I squint in real close to spy and see if

there are those metal wires in there holding his backbone together like the ones they

had in the skeleton at the hospital. They had a fake skeleton in the ward where

Catherine was and when she died it was late at night and the room was dark so when

the attendant came iii for her to cover her up her arm poked out and then her leg and

on her foot she was wearing her little sock. The attendant was bending over

rearranging and strapping her in so I left the room. I walked across the corridor out of

the dimness and into a soft green light. I could see a bunch of nurses gathered down at

their station. The skeleton was hanging on a pedestal and just as Catherine was

wheeled out I put my hands in my pockets and bent in real close to study him focusing

on rings and pieces of wire that held him together and every bone was connected right

down to the segnients of his fingers and toes.

Just then I remember some old cigars that Jerry gave me when his dogs came

in first at the track. He came over to share the good news and hand out cigars to all his

friends he said. We stood on the porch and smoked and before he left he said he was

going to fix up the place from now on. And sure enough three days later he came by

with a tool box and a young Mexican kid who he put to work saying things like

Juan and me w&re gonna fix you up old Seany boy. And then he said a couple of

regular easy things in Spanish like amigo and si but you could tell he was just showing
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off Actually Juan t'ked the toilet flange and even replaced the lid that same day And

he did other jobs as well that were broken or needed fixing and he was a good worker.

We got to talking when Jerry went out on the porch to make calls he has one of the

walk around telephones and I made Juan a peanut butter sandwich and he told me

about his wife and new baby girl and that this was his first job and that he wanted to

improve his English only lie didn't say the word improve He had a picture in his

wallet of his daughter dressed in a pretty pink dress sitting on a white carpet. Her tiny

ears were pierced with dots of gold and her hair was jet black and she looked like a

real little princess. A few days later at the end of the month Jerry came back over and

raised the rent and said Juan had stole him blind and took all his tools and ran off He

also said I should check my place to make sure nothing was missing and lie made out

as if we should walk around together and scour the place like a big fanfare but then lie

left saying you can't trust anyone anymore. He said some other stuff too. I kept the

cigars only they are probably dried out and stale by now.

Ivan bends over and picks up his valise. It dangles just below his kneecaps and

I can see just how long boned he is. I tell him I have cigars. He waits while I go fish

them out of the suitcase. I rummage through clothes and find them rolled up in

cellophane in the little elastic side pockets. This time I dont even shut the suitcase

and my photo of the woman gets tossed aside with little or no thought at all except that

she seems quite fleshy.

Ivan is pacing the front yard. He looks tired and burdened with thoughts. His

spine curves forward a bit and he watches the ground as he walks. I go out and stand
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on the lawn. When he sees me return he crosses over the dry patch of brown grass that

separates us. I unwrap the cigars apologizing that they are a few years old and

probably stale. They feel brittle when I squeeze them and parts of them fall away.

Ivan accepts the one that I offer up to hini and he has a big box of kitchen matches

ready and set to go. He lights up and blows smoke out and over his head. But most of

it swirls down into his ribcage and streams out behind him in lots of' layers and as he is

pacing around all over the place it makes perfect figure eights. Dusk begins to settle

and a few fat old lightning bugs blink on and off in the warm spaces under the roses

and then a couple of them end up in Ivan. He futzes with himself and shoos the bugs

out looking over at me with a sheepish grin. I rock on my heels and raise my hand in a

way that tells him to do what he has to do. Then after the bugs clear out he walks over

and sits on the picnic table where he has set the valise. The picnic table is crooked and

has sunk into the dirt over the years but is still halfway standing over by the side of the

house. In the twilight I am just able to see Ivan. As my eyes adjust to the darkening

shadows, I notice that if I look off to one side or the other of him he comes through

clear enough but when I try to focus right on him he fades and disappears. It's just

like looking at stars. He is sitting on the picnic table with his feet on the bench. His

voice reaches me through the murky light.

"First of all, Sean, I want to apologize for such insistent tactics in getting you

to answer your door. I have had to adopt somewhat exclusive techniques.

Competition, you know. Things are rough. Great cigar, though, thanks."
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The alise is now a black smudge that has grown in size and 1 wonder if Ivan

has opened it up in order to get at his wares. I tell him I have more cigars if he wants

and ask him how he knew my name

"You are Sean and have always been Sean. You come from the long line of

Seans as I conic from the long line of Ivans."

He laughs and coughs clearing his throat.

"What this means is that I have access to old telephone books, Listen, it is late

and I prefer a wideawake audience so why don't you turn in for the night and

tomorrow we shall have a look at what you might need."

I tell him I have no guest room but the shed is available and that there is lots of

room with a workbench in there. Ivan gives me a thumbs up.

Later that night I am unable to sleep. I get up from my chair and look out the

picture window. There is frost in the corners and the glass pane smells like winter.

Blue light from the moon shines down. I wonder if Ivan is sleeping in the shed and for

a moment I think about checking on him to see if he needs anything. Then from the

side of the house a cold green light flickers over by the picnic table. I can just barely

see it from where I stand with my head turned and my cheek bone and eye socket

pressed up against the cold glass. I walk outside into the chilly night air. Ivan is

sitting at the picnic table but he is not alone. He is accompanied by five women with

no clothes on but they have their flesh. I stop in the shadow by the corner of the house

and am just about to turn around and go back inside when I see him tearing open a

plastic bag. Ivan begins to hum as he rips the bag open with his big horse teeth and
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takes out a flimsy thin that he unfolds and shakes out like a blanket He stands up

and spits and brings the thing up to his mouth and blows like he is blowing up a beach

ball. And a lady takes shape. She puffs out with legs and arms. Ivan squeezes her

and pokes and prods her here and there and wipes her off and then sets her up with the

others by wedging her legs down between the bench and the table. On the ground

scattered all over the place are empty plastic bags that now come into view because

my eyes are adjusting to the night. A soft wind is whipping them up and they rustle

across to the roses. Candles burn in the middle of the table and it seems Ivan has set

up snacks because I can now see some bowls and colorful aluminum cups in front of

each guest. Our rusted lawn chair is pulled out of the shed and set up at the far end of

the table. Its seat is shredded and scraps of woven material hang down flapping in the

breeze. For a moment all is quiet with the scent of roses in the air and the night

becomes full with noises of its own. I can hear peepers and a chilled breeze whips

through the shrubs and crab grass and from far off a dog barks. One or two of those

late night cars shift in the distance. I stand in the darkness by the side of the house but

outside this shadow everything else is blue-white.

The faint words of a conversation reach me and I have to lower my head to try

to make out what is being said. Ivan's voice comes through and he is laughing and

talking as he circles the table toasting and raising a cup. By the light of the candles I

can see three of the ladies who face towards me with their dark faces lit up and their

naked breasts pointing out and over to me with dark round spots in the center like

torpedoes. Ivan stands behind these three talking and joking and offering up what he
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is calling ino. He pours from a ulass bottle that tuckers green in the light bending

down to whisper things in fat rubbery ears that he tickles and pinches as he circles the

table. I hear names like Sonia and Marie but mostly I hear the name Cassandra and it

looks to me that Ivan likes her best because he stays by her the longest and when he

circles the table he always ends up back behind her nibbling her ears but Ivan seems

happy and is certainly a good host. Even with the business of Cassandra no one is left

alone for too long and glasses are not left empty. Ifs a real nice party.

Cassandra's hair is piled the highest and from where 1 stand she seems to be

wearing the most make-up with dark red lips and rouge and long lashes that bat and

flutter in the glow of the candles. The little party is way off on its own over there in

its own glow by the side of the house that is usually darkest but it looks cheerful and

lively and for the briefest of moments I wish I had been invited.

And just then Cassandra looks out into the shadows over towards the house

where I am standing. She reaches for a tube of lipstick which she applies using her

ruby red cup as a mirror. Phosphorus spills from the moon pushing the darkness and

pitch of the line of night behind me and from where I now stand my feet are lit up.

The enormous shadow of' my skull contrasts with the glow of my ankles and shins. I

nod my head into and out of the moonlight. I raise my arm and with pointed finger

bones I poke through across to the other side from out of the dark shadow cast by the

roofline of the house and into the blue-white of the yard. For a second I am neither

here nor there, And soon without moving I am engulfed in blue particles.
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Thick smells of earth and mulch and leafy decay float thickly through the yard

The wind scurries up and all the girls hold on to their hairstyles looking over at ivan.

But Ivan has seen me and begins to vault like a ballerina with his poker cane held high

dipping and twirling and then he starts to tap dance with his arms and legs scissoring

out behind him. Actually he is showing off and I can tell this because he throws his

cane up in the air like a majorette scaring all the girls who once again cover their

heads scattering and fleeing into the shrubs. Ivan is now dancing like those Russians

do crouching way down and kicking out his spindly legs with his arms folded in front.

He cracks and rattles and falls in the grass where he rolls over onto his side panting

and plucking at the ground while catching his breath

"Sean, up for some vodka and herring?"

I stand with nw fingers curled glancing over to where the roses would be.

In the moonlight Ivan is the tallest in the center with me at his side surrounded

by several of the girls who encircle us. I am given cups of wine to drink which I gulp

from being careful not to spill any or elbow the girls wondering if my nails are clipped

and clean. Ivan sings ballades and escorts me and we make the rounds visiting

friendly groups of girls here and there some over near the picnic table or gathered in a

clutch by the burn barrel. The wine is actually pretty good. There is a lot of laughter

and joking and lots of food with Ivan balancing tray after tray of hot smoking snacks

pointing out all the girls' charms like their swan necks and their wasp waists and

ringlets in their hair. A couple of the girls follow close behind Ivan on his heels in a

pretty little line every once in a while bumping into him and bouncing off each other
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hut Ivan keeps pouring wine stopping only to sing songs Some lovely little voices

join in to harmonize but it is Ivan's melody that comes through and in a darn good

tenor.

Cassandra goes off to sit in the lawn chair reclining and wiggling to settle in

flickering in the moonlight like an old-time movie. I try not to stare at her lips or

down at her blinking breasts or sneak looks even further down where her legs are

stretched out and parted with pointed toes. Instead I peek at the picnic table where

Ivan is now stretched out concealed behind a group of girls. He is screened off except

for his legs which jut out on either side of a girl and his arms which reach out to as

many girls as he can pulling them closer in. Their bottoms are rounded and full. His

legs and arms shudder and jolt as all of the girls take turns bending over. I look from

the circle back to Cassandra crossing and re-crossing her legs bending and spreading

her knee caps in the moonlight. The chair creaks and groans and her hair flashes

copper and red lips gleam in a burst of blue moonlight that ignites into emerald off the

gold hoops that hang from her ears dappling the tops of her breasts and spilling down

into the crevice between her legs until Ivan goes limp and lots of the girls turn away

wiping their mouths.

But it is Cassandra who wanders off with her face and make-up all smeared

and wet with her lipstick and fingers smudged. She passes, fading into the roses.

Over near the thicket I hear sniveling and hiccups. I bend under the brambles

that cover the trellis. Cassandra is backed up in the darkest corner of the roses using

old blossoms and bloom vines to cover herself I can see her bare legs and her face
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and as I edge in closer she begins to hum in a nice little voice. I wait plucking at some

petals. She then starts talking explaining that ivan had promised her something and

that he was going to break his promise so she hid in the roses I said I understood and

would she like to come and that I had a coat I could wrap her up in. I continue to edge

forward but she backs up more and keeps backing up until I stop suddenly afraid of

what might happen with all the prickers around but it is too late because I hear a pop

and a whistle and her head deflates slowly and collapses sinking into her neck which

disappears behind the brambles and she snakes to the ground with a high pitching

wheeze. There is a puffi, pile at my feet on top of which lies a fiat swollen face.

Something orange and metal sticks out from underneath her. I bend down to pull it

out and it is then that I realize she cut her foot open on my wife's clippers. I pick her

up and drape her over my shoulder and with the clippers in hand I wind niy way out of

the roses using them like a small machete.

Ivan is scratching himself in what seems like his crotch. All the girls are

popped and burst all over the ground. There are pieces of arms and legs and heads and

faces strewn all over the place. Red lips and wide eyes and parts of dainty pointed feet

are stuck in the rose bushes. There are breasts up in the trees and a few bottoms. Ivan

begins marching all over the place picking up yard debris using his old pointed cane to

spear and pick up the girls with his black bag slung on his shoulder crisscrossed over

his ribs. He is singing old army tunes.

He approaches me and salutes and with an English accent requests permission

to put Cassandra into the valise sir. He then snuffs out candles with a pinch of his
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fingertips which he then shakes and sticks in his mouth The moon has fallen behind

the roofline of the house and empty patches till the backyard.

Ivan extinguishes the last of the candles Tiny whiffs of paraffin smoke spiral

in the wind. Cassandra flutters up and starts to float away off my shoulder but I reach

up catching her by the ankles and pull her back down draping her across my

outstretched arms, I lift her up to Ivan. He snatches her mumbling under his breath

and starts squeezing out her last puffs of air to fit her into his bag. I walk across the

lawn over to the roses. I can see a bunch of old moldy blooms hanging low to the

ground so I bend in close to sniff them. Musty powder mingles with the scent of dead

flowers. I turn back towards Ivan offering up apologies for the clipper incident.

Ivan is using his fist tamping and stuffing Cassandra into his bag. Perhaps I

should offer to help but in the dim light Ivan is fading and no matter how hard I try to

focus he disappears so 1 shift around in and Out of the shadows but the moon has set

and then there are all those crumpled parts of Cassandra poking out of the bag and I

can barely see the outline of Ivan but it seems he is bending over rearranging and

strapping her in finally closing the bag because I am able to hear leather clasping and

metal snaps and zippers.
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Cobalt Blue

My father had relations with Peggy. I caught them in the barn that summer

night. She was laughing and I hid behind the doors and listened. She was laughing

and saying, "Why not, why not, don't you think I'm pretty?"

There was silence and I heard her muffled laughter and my father's mumbles

and the hushed movements like the scuffle of bird's wings from which I thought he

had disengaged himself and was about to walk out all trimmed up and straight like he

was and so I began to panic and make up excuses as to why I was there and then I

heard him whisper, "You are."

My father was handsome and tall and had a darkness to him that some people

turned away from. But as I grew older, I noticed that this was exactly what drew

certain women to him. I stood still in the dusk and up above in the eves of the old

barn, pigeons cooed and flapped in the twilight. I saw the evening star and wondered

how to get away. A salty breeze blew up from the Sound and the oak tree rustled so I

dashed into the shadows with my shoulders hunched forward and dropped low and my

arms hanging down. I came up to the back porch just as Auntie Jean was coming out

to walk Maggie.
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His two words ranu in my ears because he had said them in the serious tone

that he used on me when I failed to do something at home or at school and he got mad

and would say. You need to do that." with a focused and controlled fervor.

Auntie Jean was smoking and alking Maggie around by the side of the house

and instead of going right in, I used her to talk to and to look at so that 1 could readjust

myself to what had happened. 1 used her to bring my voice back, and to set my eyes

right, and I used her to calm by heart. She said to go get Good Humors out of the

freezer and that she wanted toasted almond for herself and the little napkin with the

slit it in. She said she had the little tin of six-twelve in case of mosquitoes and to

come sit with her and that if I wanted I could have one of her Pall Malls. She was

holding her drink in her hand and smoking and her diamonds sparkled and her ice

clinked. Normally this would have been great and 1 would have gone to get Allison to

join right in. It usually meant the others were playing poker and Auntie liked rummy

and was bored as she so often got, but tonight I declined with an excuse about there

being boys down at the beach and a bonfire at which she brightened up and said I had

better get going, and so I said goodnight and left her on the lawn. I went around the

house to the front door and entered and ran to my room in that way that looks busy so

that if they noticed me and asked 1 could say I was in a hurry to get back out and just

needed my flip-flops. When I got to my room I quietly shut the door.

I shook off my sandals and fell on the bed. I lay there for a while looking up at

the ceiling and began thinking about men who were not my father holding drinks in

their hands and stumbling and kissing ladies who looked like my mother with red lips
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not being able to see straight out of drunken eyes or talk straight with drunken voices

or walk or do nothing but kiss in a drunken way. I rolled over waiting for the porch

door to open and slam shut as it did when anyone came in. It was one of those

summer sounds. But it didn't, so I turned on my back and thought about Peggy.

Peggy Brennan lived across the road in a cottage that everyone on the street

thought was run down and needed repairs and was an eyesore. Peggy was fifteen, two

years older than me, but she looked like a grownup already and teased her hair in flips

and walked slowly and wore lipstick and kelly-green eye shadow, which my mother

said was atrocious but not surprising since they were lace-curtain Irish or shanty-Irish

or whatever it was she said. Some nights Peggy's parents would come over for drinks

if there was nothing else going on. Her parents were Jim and Irene and she had an

older brother named Johnny who was a hoodlum and a drugstore cowboy. He was

eighteen. If he was outside around the front of the house, I never went out. One day

he had his friends over and they were sitting on the hoods of their cars and talking

loudly and drinking Out of cans and I was supposed to go to Allison's to go

swimming, and it was high tide when we could dive off Boulder and swim out to

Cradle Rock. Instead, I sat waiting on the front porch for them to go inside or drive

off. I thought about taking the back way but that meant cutting through Mr. Crowley's

yard and then getting past the Bolton's two bulldogs. I sat there on the porch spying

through the louvered windows listening to their loud voices thinking that they were

talking just that loudly so that everyone could hear them and then I noticed Mrs. Selsi
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who lived next door to us and as Italian and pretty She sunned in her two-piece on

the front lawn in a chaise-lounge with dark glasses on and a radio playing out the

window. Her husband was at work I watched Johnny slide off the hood and take a

cigarette from his jeans and put it in his mouth and then slap his pockets pretty hard

and loud for matches and he asked in a loud voice if any of the dorks had a match and

they said hell no so he scuffed over the street with long legs and a tight t-shirt and

walked right up to Mrs. Selsi and asked her if she had a light. She did. She sat up and

reached over into the grass and pulled up a red cigarette holder and a lighter that she

handed up to him raising her head and flexing her legs and pointing her toes. I almost

forgot about my escape and when they were lighting his cigarette I flew out the door

in a quiet invisible way with my head down keeping to my side of the street, and I ran

to the beach thinking what I would do if they saw me and started yelling things to me

as they had done one day when 1 wore only my bathing suit which I usually do but it

was a new one and had a bra built in. They said nothing but I remembered as I made it

past the Wood's house that I forgot my towel and I thought about just turning around

and walking home right out in the open and going back to get it. I hate sand in my

bathing Suit, it actually drives me crazy, and if Allison wanted to sit on the beach afler,

I would have nothing to sit on. I pictured myself walking back slow like Peggy and

not cutting across lawns or anything or jumping over prickers or getting sidetracked by

soft tar that sometimes bubbled on the road. But I didn't and decided I could just sit

on the seawall. My mother does not like Mrs. Selsi either. She has names for them
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says their cottage is flashy and cheap.

I heard the back screen door shut in a quiet way My father had come in and I

knew it was him by his step, which always rattled the dishes in the sideboard even

though he was walking softer. He came into where everyone else was and cleared his

throat and asked right away where Auntie Jean was. Everyone ignored him and I

could hear the card game was going strong because my grandfather said, "I'll take

two," and my mother said, "Oh boy, Ed," and I heard the others slap their cards down

on the glass tabletop and this I think relieved him because he said in a louder than

usual voice for him that he was going to fix drinks and who needed a drink?

I was stuck in my room. There was no way for me to get out without seeing

him and there was no way I could ease back into seeing him without having a warm up

first. This might have to happen at breakfast so I gave up my plans for the night. I got

into my nightie and rubbed Noxzema on my shoulders where I get sun blisters and put

a dab on my nose and got into the cool white sheets. I dozed and was cuddled up in

one of those summer night sleeps when the grownups were up talking and drinking

and smoking and laughing and you can tell the windows are open and that it is a

summer night just by the sounds. Later someone looked in on me because I heard the

door open and my grandmother say, "Yes, she's here".

It felt so late at night but when I looked at the clock on my dresser, it was only

11:30 and I remember feeling luxurious, thinking it was only July and the summer
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would to on forever until I remembered about my father I made a plan to get up early

and go right out to play.

My father took two weeks ofT from work each summer. My mother and I

came down after school got out and stayed at the cottage with my grandparents until

Labor Day. This was during my father's two weeks off so he wasn't going to be

leaving for work in the mornings for another week and a half. I got up as early as I

could and left for the beach. First I called Allison and we decided to meet on the

beach and swim and then go looking for sea glass. I grabbed my towel and a jar from

the kitchen and told my grandmother I was going to meet Allison. She was reading a

cookbook at the little kitchen table and Maggie was eating her dog food breakfast with

scrambled eggs on top. My grandfather was reading his papers on the back porch. I

could smell coffee and hear it percolating on the stove.

My mother loved Allison because her family came from Middlebury and she

always said she was lovely. My grandmother liked her, too. They always called her

Allison Birdseye and always asked about her big sister Meredith, who everyone

always died over. My mother's voice changed when Allison came over and she said

things in front of Allison that she usually didn't say, like when was the first Yale-

1-larvard game, and should we plan to take the club car down on the train and would I

like to invite Allison? She always managed to get stuff in there like three-generation

prep schools or if she could work it in, a reference to my grandmother's china or to a

piece of her early American ftirniture. Her parents and niy parents never got together
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and one time I heard my mother call them old in-bred Yankees no matter who they

thought they were

It was still pretty early, but Peggy was up and out on her front lawn watering

stuff in her bathing suit wearing a short flimsy shift over it. You could hear her

parents arguing somewhere through the screened porch about Johnny's car not being

in the driveway, and I heard Mrs. Brennan say she heard him come in late at night and

drive off again in the morning. Mr. Brennan said to shut up. Irene, and that the boy's

leaving soon, so 1 made a big beeline across Mr. Crowley's lawn, Peggy never talks to

me anyway and this morning was no different except she looked up and over at me as

I cut across the grass. I pretended 1 didn't notice she was there and used Mrs. Crowley

to say hello to. Mrs. Crowley was weeding in her old straw hat on her knees using a

small trowel. I did sneak a look back in Peggy's direction and noticed she was

wearing little sandals with heels and not really watering anything.

When I got to the beach, I watched the tide line so I could find out if it was

coming in or going out. A few minutes later Allison came down the road and I ran to

meet her waiting to tell her about Peggy and just not saying who she was with, but as

soon as 1 opened my mouth to blurt out the secret I caught myself and realized 1 would

have to make up some big elaborate lie about someone else's barn or garage and then

it could get out of hand so I clamped up and decided to concentrate on the tide and

could already see the water line was covered.

We spread our towels out on the warm sand. Allison has the kind of skin that

is shiny and clear and her long blond hair is straight and silky. My hair is blond, too,
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but it is curly and fufl and as my niother calls it. a rat's nest But actually Allison and

I could be sisters and once we were mistaken to be. We had walked down to the store

for fireballs and lick-a-maid and the lady who usually worked there was not there that

day and someone else was working and she said we had to be either sisters or cousins

because of our coloring.

And then we saw Mrs. Wood coming down with her pack of kids, which my

mother says is so Catholic and that Mr. Wood may be a wasp, but she is pure Irish

straight down to her red veined cheeks and thick ankles. Mrs. Wood always got the

darkest tan all summer and sat out every day with her book in a low beach chair. I

always looked at her ankles and they were kind of fat.

People were coming down the beach and setting up places to suntan and

putting their kids down by the water with pails and shovels . Allison and I just sat for a

while getting used to the morning. And then I saw my parents. They were walking

down in their bathing suits with towels. My father's was slung over his shoulder and

my mother's was folded over her arm and she wore a beach coat. My father wore his

plaid trunks and his legs looked skinny. I thought about Peggy and how she might

laugh and make a joke about them. He was smoking and wore sunglasses and was

really talking up a storm to my mother and sort or bouncing along but underneath it all

I could see he was using this act as a cover in case he ran into Peggy. They spread out

their stuff away from everyone else and gave us a wave. My mother came over to say

hello to Allison and ask about her family and sister. And then she said to me not to

forget that I needed something appropriate to wear to the reunion, something blue and
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hite with Yale bulldogs of course and that later that day might go to Lord and

Taylor's to get something maybe seersucker. I was digging my hands into the hot

sand that was cool and damp underneath, sifting it through my fingers and breaking up

the little crusts that formed on top. My mother said I could invite Allison provided she

got permission from her parents and that they knew where we were going because we

might have to be gone till late and maybe have dinner at the club, Then she walked

back to my father who was stretched out on his back . About five minutes later they

got up and walked down to the water, saying hello to Mrs. Wood as they passed her.

My mother did not wear a bathing cap so she just paddled here and there in a circle but

my father fell in backwards as grownups do and swam out to the rocks and back and

got out drying himself looking around for a cigarette. I watched him the whole time

and looked up the road to see if Peggy was anywhere near. She hardly ever came to

the beach except at night with her friends but I could picture her coming down this

morning and walking slow and sitting on a special chair with a bright towel and

putting on Coppertone.

Allison and I got up to leave in our search for sea glass and headed over to the

pink granite rocks. I suddenly got really excited about finding cobalt blue so I ran

ahead jumping the easier rocks and quickly landed in the soft sand on the other side. I

followed an old dry tide line that was strewn with shells and driftwood and some dead

seagulls. I had forgotten my jar and thought about running back to get it, but I had

already figured out a trick about finding sea glass, and that was if I didn't go back to

get the jar I would need it, and that if I did go back to get the jar, I wouldn't find any.
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We started to walk down to Paradise Rock where the best sea glass always

seemed to be passing by the bigger cottages that were right on the water. We could

see into their windows and doors that opened up to the front porches. White curtains

blew in the breezes and families were sitting around eating and reading papers. A

couple of small kids were on the front lawn of one place that had gray weathered

shingles with white shutters and dormers and they were playing on the grass that was

still green before it turned into sand and being chased around by nannies who wore

dresses that were the same color as the house, all dark gray with white trim.

I concentrated on finding glass and actually began to pick up a lot of it. 1 held

it in my hands and then had to start getting picky. I forgot about the white glass and

decided just to get the green or blue. Sometimes you can even find violet, but cobalt is

the prettiest and usually comes in the sniallest pieces. My grandfather told me why.

He said that the old apothecary medicines used to come in cobalt blue bottles and that

now only Noxzema does, so that it is running Out and getting washed away into

nothing.

We walked silently bending and searching and squatting down to sift through

the sand to find glass. The waves were coming in a little rougher and they circled and

foamed around my ankles. I could smell dead fish and salt. My nose and shoulders

were starting to burn so I put down my little pile of glass and went into the water to

cool off I swam around near the shore and Allison came in, too, but we stayed close

in because this wasn't our beach and we didn't know where the rocks were. The

water was gray-black and clear and filled with green glossy seaweed and the brown
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stuft you can pop I swam in to shore feeling lightheaded and burnt. \\Te got out and

headed back walking in the waterline, trudging through little waves as the sun beat

down on us and it seemed as though our beach were miles away. The sky shook and

flashed in the heat. The skin on my shoulders and nose felt tight and sore and when 1

took a breath, my throat had that funny wheezing feel to it that I only got in the

summer.

Up ahead like a mirage lay the pink jumble of granite rocks separating the two

beaches. Allison and [climbed back over boulders jumping from ledge to ledge and

quartz sparkled up in the sun.

Just as I landed on our side of the beach, I remembered I had forgotten my pile

of sea glass and it was then that I saw that my parents were still there. My father was

on his back as if he were sleeping My mother was sitting in one of those short-legged

aluminum sun bathing chairs with big woven strips of green and white. She wore

sunglasses and was trying to talk to Mrs. Bolton who had come down to the beach for

a while. Mrs. Bolton lived right on the beach and her house overlooked the water and

was the oldest one there. Her grandfather had built it long ago. She usually never

came down to sit on the beach because she had her own beach right over on the other

side of the rocks. She was an old lady with dark gray hair piled on top of her head

held in place with combs and she wore a brown print bathing suit with some Hawaiian

birds on it and a seashell necklace. She wasn't wearing a hat and wisps of her hair

blew in the wind and when I looked at her feet, which I had a good view of because

she was walking up an down on the cement walkway near my parents, her legs were
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with no straps and which were flat like ballet slippers and canie in a thousand colors.

Hers were red. My grandmother had a yellow pair Mrs. Bolton seemed to be

surveying the beach. Since this was a beach association, only people who belonged

could be here. And in order to belong, you had to buy or rent through the association.

Everyone else was a trespasser. Mrs. Bolton was the oldest member in the beach

association so she sometimes came down to survey, making sure no outsiders were

here taking advantage of things. She looked over at us as we headed back to our

towels and I waved to her SC) she wouldn't think we were trespassing. Allison and I

flopped down hard on our stomachs making plans to retrieve our sea glass later when

it cooled off.

Actually, a big crowd was gathered on the beach. Mrs. Selsi showed up in her

straw hat and dark glasses with a book and a bottle of suntan oil and about five towels,

which she spread out all around her and which I knew would become her sun bathing

bed afler she stopped reading. The Mathies were down and so were the Ostroms, all

three generations. The Woods were there, including Mr. Wood and he had brought

down the youngest of the kids who was placed on a blanket in the shade of the

seawall. A lot of people sat around, which made the day seem hotter.

Allison's parents never came down to the beach, never, and just as I was

thinking about that, irene and Jim Brennan walked past me kicking sand up on my

back and following behind was Peggy with one of her townie friends. She wore her

two-piece and her girlfriend was wearing a bikini with a crocheted little jacket over it.
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The sky was so blue and the sun so bright, that I had to shade my eyes to see

everything. Irene pointed to a place near the water's edge over by the jetty Peggy

and her friend plunked down in the middle of it all It seemed like the whole beach

association was here. 1 turned and looked over at my father, who had sat up with his

knees bent with his arms resting over them holding a pack of Pall Malls. His stomach

was roly-poly. Just then, my mother began to fiddle with the cap of her suntan lotion.

She couldn't get the top off and was mangling it. And then when she got it opened,

she turned to my father with her face lowered, talking over the tops of her sunglasses

with her jaw clenched, and she squirted the lotion all over his face. It dripped off his

chin and down onto his belly. Then she threw the bottle at the rocks. My father

looked around grinning to see if anyone saw and then he bent down and used a corner

of his towel to wipe it off. The rest of it he smeared with his hands onto his neck and

shoulders and then lit up a cigarette.

I found I could spy on him by making little peepholes under and through my

fingers as I lay there with my head on my arms. His skin was white except on his

shoulders which had turned lobster red. Once in a while, my tongue flicked out and

caught some of the sand my breathing stirred up. It tasted salty and I crunched it

slowly between my teeth making tiny echoes in my head.

My father's voice broke through the darkness of the little tent I had made with

my arms. He wanted to go swimming and he wanted to take me with him. Usually

this was a big event, my father in the water and all, but today I skulked behind him,

and as we passed in front of Peggy, he reached back and tagged my shoulders and
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like a feeble belly-flop only he tried to make it look athletic and then he surfaced and

began to swim out towards the rocks turning his head and kicking his legs. I waded in

and then I heard Peggy talking loudly behind me, so I dropped down under water and

dog-paddled away Treading water, I looked back at the whole crowd, the beach and

all, my mother and Mrs. Bolton, the rocks, waves, kids playing, a couple of dogs, the

cottages, the Sunfishes in their dry sloops, ours fading yellow in the sun, Mrs. Selsi,

who had stretched out diagonally across her towels, some seagulls yapping, Allison,

throwing tiny pebbles at something, the sound of the waves breaking, children's

laughter, the far off noise of a motor boat, and finally it was the voice of my father that

pulled me back.

A log was rolling in the waves and he was yelling at some little kids to stay

away. It,was big, like a fallen tree but without branches and it was water-logged

because you could see it was shiny and it bobbed and floated in that heavy way.

Every once in a while, as the tide was almost high and the last of the big pushing

waves were rolling in rough and loud, the log sunk under water and came spinning up

closer to shore. Some bigger boys started playing around it, trying to touch it and

swim near it and then under it and then they tried to ride it and finally to get up and

stand on it. My father stood on the beach near the water's edge dripping and shaking

his hair out near a small group of men who had gathered to decide what to do about

the log that seemed to have rolled in from nowhere threatening to ruin everyone's fun.

Mr. Brennan and Mr. Wood came over. Some other fathers did, too. They told the
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little kids to stay clear of it. but now the older boys found it a challenue and were all

ganging up on it, straddling it and rolling over with it. spinning and hanging off it.

I floated on my stomach watching the whole thing from the water And sure

enough. Peggy made her way over to where the excitement was. She brushed sand

from her thighs and I could see her plucking at her butt. The group of men kind of

broke up as she came down to the water, not completely, but they did sort of loosen up

and then she got into the water and blessed herself and dove in swimming over to the

log. The men now came together again forming a little band near the waves and as the

log was getting closer, they all stood there folding their arms across their chests with

pot bellies and spindly white legs and matted hair and some had vet comb-overs that

had come apart and were flapping around in the wind. Mr Selsi came out of nowhere,

probably checking up on his wife. He joined the group and started pointing and

talking fast with his hands all over the place. He always wore one of those tight black

underwear type bathing suits. After that. Mr. Brennan began to call to Peggy to get

away from the log and he used a loud booming voice which naturally got drowned out

by the waves, Peggy and a couple of boys were riding the log like a horse. The boys

were going crazy. My father broke ranks and waded in up to his waist to try and get

them off and away from the log. And then Johnny showed up with his friends who

were laughing and smoking which woke up Mrs Selsi who got up all shiny with baby

oil and a kerchief and black glasses and she walked over to him to ask for a light and

to watch the commotion. She then actually went over to where Mr. Selsi stood with

all the other men and with her hand that held the cigarette, she flipped his hair back
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over his head to hide his bald spot. He brushed her hand a\\ay and then satted her

bottom. The log was swarmed with about ten boys with Peggy in the middle all

cajoling and whopping it up. The old guys. mv fathers included, were edging in

deeper and closer trying to conic together as some kind of useless faction to put a stop

to it all.

I heard the bell, but it was too late Mrs. Bolton had gone up to her porch and

started to ring her father's old sea captain bell clanging it about twenty times like she

was a life guard. Just at that point the tide changed and the waves were coming and

going swirling in and sucking out at the same time. Usually it is my favorite time

when, for a minute or two if you watch real close you can actually see the change.

And that day was no different, it's just that the log got all mixed up, pushed and pulled

and Peggy got it real bad falling off and getting dragged under and knocked for a loop.

When she came up from under the water, she was screaming and it was my father who

stormed in to get her picking her up in his arms like a mermaid with fins hanging

down. What I saw to be fins, I then thought to be seaweed, which as I came in closer

to shore, I realized was blood streaming down and off of her legs. Actually it was her

ankle, it was torn and ripped wide open.

We all sort of trailed after. My father led the way carrying Peggy, and the

beach cleared out behind them in a kind of hectic procession as if an electrical storm

had blown up, with Mr. Brennan running and jiggling tripping in his old man beach

shoes which he somehow remembered to put on, trying to keep up with my father and

still stay with his wife who was ringing her hands and falling behind next to my
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mother ho kept savinu. Fd. give her to her father, give her to her father, and right

behind them was Johnny. walking straight and tall swinging his arms like a soldier,

which he \as actually about to become. although nobody knew it at that time, and not

een paying attention to Mrs Selsi who was buttoning up her white beach coat and

clip-clopping in gold sandals fixing her hair, and the Woods. the whole pack

scrambling and herding the kids like a parade filing up the street with Mrs. Wood's fat

ankles, and all the rest grabbing towels and beach toys, the whole time I'm hearing

something in my head until I realize Mrs. Bolton's bell hasn't stopped ringing, it had

been clanking and clanging the whole time with her standing on the gray porch just

ringing that thing like mad with her arms all flabby and shaking all over the place. Up

ahead, Peggy lay in my father's arms with her long hair flipping and flopping as he

rushed in the sand up through the crowds to the Street with Mr. and Mrs. Brennan

chasing after him yelling where are you taking her. where are you taking her.
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Man with Housekeeper

1 was cleaning Ovalda's house and his paper was flopped open and when I had

a minute and was leaning over the counter drinking coffee, I saw this ad and

remembered why 1 don't read the papers. It must have cost a fortune it was about a

hundred lines. Who could be so foolish?

Person seeking person: You are served up anguish as if an aperitif and it

tastes like the fruit of sorrow and all you have known of love pales in what has

now been revealed. There is turning back, but not entirely, because once

released, once exposed. this side of torment is inescapable and barrenness, a

destined bleakness, will follow you to your end. And it will be a quiet end, a taut

but quiet end. And it happens long before death. Things will have to be held in,

certain words and thoughts averted. Oh, there will be many days when you find

yourself alone, even in the presence of others, and more often so, wherein your

lips let go their managed arrangement, and your eyes go deeper, and you must

look away, hiding from those you have chosen for salvation a look that could

render in them, the sense that the world is, after all, not a safe place. Oh, pile

upon pile of regrets and bound duties twist and churn in your soul.

Existentialism becomes tawdry; you are too smart for your own good, and are
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tempted to play with tricks. This. then. opens up who you are, just by

renunciation, which has been your lot in life, and you come face to face with the

back of your own head, as meaningless as anything could ever be. Respond #

2468

I swallowed another gulp of coffee, my vision restored to the room and

Ovalda's clown collection. Ovalda has theni set up in a breakfront, a light oak cabinet

with glass doors and brass fittings. It stands about six feet tall and has five shelves,

four double doors, three recessed lights, two ornate handles, and one collection.

Ovalda has been collecting clowns for over thirty years. He has a clown motif

in every room. In the entrance hail there are ceramic clown faces, hung on the wall,

that of Comedy and Tragedy, and they are surrounded by little jesters on unicycles,

each one waving scepters and wands in the air. He has clown candy dishes, pillows,

yarn dolls, works of art, especially from the 70's when clown art seemed to have

reached an apex, clown sheets, soap dishes, ashtrays, which are actually a lot older,

probably from the 1920's or so. clown curtains, and blankets. Displayed on a small

table in the living room he has a couple of mechanical clowns, one pedaling and the

other tossing hoops. These two have red iron shoes and painted faces and are dressed

in faded silk costumes, through which their metal appendages have long since broken

through.

Often Ovalda winds them up for me, l recall the first time. It was a windy fall

afternoon and the gray skies were visible through the open drapes. It was a Monday

and Ovalda had stayed home that day from work because of a sore throat, but I
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thought it might he something else He lifted each clown with caret they had keys in

their backs and before placing them down to perforim he had dusted them off by

licking his fingers and rubbing their faces and clothes They made metallic grinding

noises and moved with repetitive gestures, one pedaling nowhere and the other tossing

hoops which never left its hands As I gazed down at their tiny skeletal jerks and

motions. I had gotten sucked in and caught up in their chipped faces rotating right and

left, left and right, with eyes looking back and forth, back and forth, with rotten silks

worn through, and creaking gears, and I became entranced with cloaked machinations

and the lure of unconsciousness and I had become aroused Not in the usual sense it

was much more than playthings and sex it bordered on death and something akin to

arcane ritualisrn machines and dummies, props and all, empty vessels through which

emptiness flows.

Ovalda had lighted up a cigarillo and stood in swirls of smoke picking at his

tongue. He belched a few times. Other then that, he was silent. I looked at him from

the corner of my eye. It was one of those moments where I think I'm being mocked,

or shown something so obvious that, if I let on, a big rift will open up in the fabric of

things an absurd reduction took place and both panic and elation whispered from

deep within me and I had a frightfully strong sense of deja-vu. But nothing came of it,

and what I did was to bring up the immediate and the tangible.

"Wow, how old are these guys? They must be valuable, are they French?"

Ovalda coughed and said they were German. He waved away smoke and

walked towards the bedroom he was fat and his pants were getting tighter, he was 56
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and not happy one time while vacuuming under the bed, I found his Polaroids in a

floral print box.

Dusting the clowns is not part of my job: they are off limits In the cupboard

Ovalda has set them up according to acts. On the top shelf are the tightrope walkers

and jugglers and fire-eaters and those with a fierce animal. Down below are the sad

and drunken ones, the forlorn and lost, and the hobos. Ovalda has more of these than

any other kind. Some have pet dogs, but that does not qualify them for the top shelf

Some have red polka dot bags on the end of a stick. and some are dressed in patches

and have broken arms in casts and crutches, and they wear gloves without fingers and

have daisies in their hats. These types take up two shelves and they continue below

with more of the same: those who are eating out of tin cans and those with two fish on

a hook, some that sit on tree stumps or wishing wells and some who lean against

railroad crossing signs. Many hold bottles and swagger or lie down to play marbles or

dice. On the fourth shelf are clowns of a more elegant class: harlequins and fancy

jesters dressed in diamond patterned silks all black and white with teardrops and heavy

make-up and fluffs of pink fur. There are fake Flummel clown children and encrusted

figurines of the elfin type and some giving dogs baths and some praying and a few

who are kissing on park benches and those who hide bouquets behind their backs. On

the last shelf, Ovalda has arranged any sort of odd entity. There are Merlins and ogres

and fairies and flying dogs and two-headed creatures and crystal balls and I noticed

that at this point, except for the crystals, they are mostly of resin. in the far back

corner of the bottom shelf he has concealed a pile of broken figures, probably
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into special porcelain glue.

Using a cloth with Pledge, I am allowed to dust the case. but not inside. Often

I get sidetracked and take in the collection. I pull up a stool and sit in front of the

glass and look at every item. Now, after three years as his housekeeper, I am familiar

with the clowns and today, after reading the paper. it is here on my stool that I perch.

I have folded up the personal ads and instead of putting them in the tinderbox, I have

stuck them in my front apron pocket.

Ovalda was a she, but now is a he. Is he gay? I don't know. Is he celibate?

Probably not, especially in lieu of the pictures I found. But he is old and has not kept

himself up. And there have been few new additions to the photo collection since I

have worked here at least that I have seen. I study them and you can tell a lot about a

person from their porno pictures.

For example, it is clear that he runs with an older group from a similar socio-

economic background as lie. That means lie does not chase youth or money.

Secondly, in the group shots, Ovalda is usually off to the sideIines he is not the center

of attention or the big chief or anything, he does not wield the sexual power, nor is he

greatly sought after. There are a few participants who show up every time and they

seem to be the ringleaders, in that those in the margins, Ovalda included, vie for

position, squeezing in closer to be near this hubbasically a bunch of naked

somewhat polite looking middle aged women experimenting with orgies. The pictures

are not coarse or deviant. His partners engage in laughter and bold face niaking as in
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photo booths at the mall, and hile there may be a dildo or two held up for the

camera, it is apparent that the dildo is the crux of the picture. These props are not

outrageous or anything and the fact that you can see them in full is somewhat

heartbreaking. The dildo photos are of a more festive nature that is, it is obvious that

it was a risque but planned photographic event centered entirely on the dildo, sort of

like May Day, and in these pictures the women are bolder and some wear hats. I see a

white sailor hat and a baseball cap slung to the side, and something reminiscent of

Napoleon. Ovalda attempts theatrical looks of ecstasy, as do most of the others there

is a lot of lip puckering and tongue, mostly of a Betty Boop nature. I see breasts and

bare midriff and shoulders and crotches, but only the frirry part and sometimes it is

gray and sometimes it is bald and I can say with honesty that things are quite saggy

and withered. The background is usually the same, as if one participant has offered up

her place as the set. It seems to be in her living room. There is a beige carpet and an

OrIon couch in front of which these women are clustered, and in just about every

photo, I am able to see the same matching end tables. In one picture, there is even a

cat in the background, curled up in what seemed like a favorite place. No one has

darkness to them, no one's eyes are riveting or enthralling and absolutely no one is

dangerous. It is about the nicest collection of pornography I have ever seen. But I

haven't seen much.

There has been a slow increase in clowns, and I myself have contributed to the

collection. One time in the Dollar Store I came across a small crowd of old ladies

surrounding a new batch of clowns. The ladies were grabbing and pushing to get at
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actually looked pretty good for clowns from the Dollar Store or from any store if you

are fond of clowns I bought one. I wrapped it in tissue and placed it in a white box.

the shiny kind that roses used to come in, but not that big. I determined it was a he

and in honor of the collection. I named him Tito, thinking it would be safer to be cute

or clever when .1 presented it to Ovalda, as it was my first gift to him. Tito now sits on

the fourth shelf and is free of dust. I am happy to say. He is plunked down next to a

ballerina clown, who wears a long patched tutu with big absurd dancing slippers and a

kerchief, some kind of Zhizell I imagine, but is nevertheless on the fourth shelf

because she is a ballerina.

I must get back to work now but my pocket burns with the personal ads. I

myself have never daydreamed of placing an ad but if! did it might go something like

this

Helena Founnenttype seeks brooding male.

If you

That is as far as I get. I am repulsed by any attempt at being clever or lost or

chic or organic or progressive or esoteric. I also abhor exclusion, but I do have some

personal tastes. And if they need to see what I look like, I have given them a clue and

a good one at that. One time I read a Christian ad. it said:
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SWC male seeks pretty SWC femak, 21-26. Must be 5'2 5'6, less than IlOibs, blonde, blue-

eyed, no divorcees, no children, and must be financially secure.

Here, today. I am alone Ovalda is at work. I arrived when he was leaving and

noticed he had chosen to dress differently than usual. I complimented him on how

nice he looked and he feigned surprise. He didn't say oh this old thing? But I could

see he was pleased. He was leaning up against the fridge picking at his nails. Then he

brushed himself off and rinsed out his coffee mug, turning it upside down on the

counter. He usually wears pleated khakis with a knitted vest over a button-down shirt

Sometimes the vest has a theme of sorts, as in ducks or foxes or trains. So far I have

never seen him in a clown vest. The shirts he chooses are always color coordinated to

match the vest if the foxes are orange-red he wears an orange-red shirt and if the

ducks are blue-green he wears a blue-green shirt and if the trains are steel-gray he

wears a steel-gray shirt. Today he wore no vest and his khakis were flat-front and he

had chosen a blue oxford shirt. Over this he wore a new cardigan, open and casually

flopping about, that of a maroon color at least two sizes too big and this I must say

looked attractive. He had swept all of his cropped ashen hair back and it was

gleaming and defined with gel.

After he left through the garage door, I immediately turned to the sink. Instead

of his regular mess of bacon bits and eggshells and toast crusts and cheese rinds and

coffee with cream and cookie crumbs, there in the sink sat a single bowl with a spoon

which held the remains of a Special K breakfast floating in bluish milk. And the
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kitchen was c1ean there was no evidence of' a late night barrage: no peanut butter

scoop spoons. no chip bags or cheese dips, no ranch dressing on cold cuts or Pecan

Sandies, and no micro-wave pork rinds. And the next clue as I have come to know

would be in the bedroom. I ran down the hallway, which seemed brighter than usual,

placing a bet with myse1f and as soon as I entered his room, I saw the portrait placed

at a loving angle on the bedstead.

The curtains were drawn and the sun was streaming in through the grimy

windows, a hint for me to wash them. There was a warm cozy smell and little specks

of dust floated in cheerful planes that shot across the carpet. I dashed in and sat on the

bed, which was already made up it rocked and creaked, And there it was. As in

previous portraiture gifts, which usually showed up after some kind of relationship had

developed with someone from the group under the bed and typically was over within a

week, something told me this would not be the case. The portrait was in my hands

before the springs quieted down.

The picture was black and white and done in a classic style: her face was raised

and turned to the left, which revealed a flawless throat. Her unbuttoned collar was

lifted in that manner that captures both style and grace and she wore a thin chain

necklace. I stared at her until everything else around me faded and she herself began

to shine. This is the only way I can get any real information about anything, I have to

allow myself to fall into whatever it is I am contemplating. The first thing that caine

to me was how much this resembled a high school portrait. That in itself was

unsettIing it told of innocence and something unspoiled. The second thing, which 1
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actually felt throb under my ribs, was the physical presence of gentleness in this

woman her features were clear hut tinged with sadness. There was also strength

involved, the kind that comes from betrayal and loss. The angle and lift of her head

was not proud or arrogant, and if anything captured a sense of shyness, as if she

herself was not entirely comfortable with such a posture and even though her head

was tilted, it seemed she fought the tilt and clung to some sort of imbedded notion of

the upright. This was apparent in the way she held her chin. Her full lips turned down

at the corners, but still she smiled. However, it was her nose that gave me what I was

looking for. I was able to run my eyes over its fine structured bridge as the shadowed

contrasts in the photo were at their best here. Of course, I stole quick glances back

into her eyes and brought their message back to her nose and it was in this process of

mixing that I saw something that shook me. The room had long since disappeared and

the photo flickered and gleamed. I held the picture down to the right so that she was

looking at me. And when our eyes met, I knew that this woman was not under the bed

in the floral box, that this was the only photograph that Ovalda had of her and that it

was a tender offering.

1 then dusted the picture by rubbing it face down all over the bedspread and

placed it back on the nightstand. Falling down on my knees, I grabbed the box and

dragged it out and flipped off the lid and rifled through the snapshots. I am quite

familiar with its contents and seciuence and it was only a matter of seconds before I

knew for sure. She was not there.
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It is noon and time to get hack to ork I am not perplexed by my job today

because the house is cleaner than usual This is standard when frolic is in the air and it

only lasts a few weeks I take flill advantage and loaf around: by Friday of next week

things should be back to normal.

I begin to dust the breakfront. Then I sense the new clown, My eyes rove over

familiar terrain until I find the bleep. I open the case and yank it out as if it's a weed.

I examine it from top to bottom. It is a different kind of clown, one that you might

come across in the gift shop of a museum it is tiny and cute as a bug and can fit in the

palm of my hand. I turn him over and etched into the clay of his pointed feet is the

word: Austria. In my irritation, I name him Yodel. I replace him and hunt for more

evidence. And I find it in a drawer close by an envelope containing a little card with

two genderless stick people holding hands hearts pop and flutter above their clasped

fingers and inside it says:

True Friendship Always Means True Love

I turn the card over and read the fine print:

All proceeds go to The West Side Women's Shelter Soy Ink 100% recycled materials.

But what I discover underneath is far worse: a decorative gift box laden with cotton

impressed with the shape of this Yodel character.

Time passes fitfully. It is tolerable that she's not in the box, but that's as far as

it need go. Her clown has no business here. At least three times I revisit and scan all
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the Polaroids hoping to see her noble face amongst the others I wait for Ovalda as

sometimes I do, in case he iieeds company. Ovalda works for the state and is a

caregiver to the elderly. We have often joked that when lie reaches a certain age. I

will become his caregiver. As it is now, I am strictly his cleaning lady. One time 1

walked in on Ovalda when he was having a bath. I was wearing my long rubber

gloves and a pretty new apron and I carried a bucket and mop. My hair was tied up in

a rag. He was soaking in the tub with cucumbers on his eyes and a plastic shower cap

on his head listening to mood melodies, and his face was coated in thick green clay. I

started to back out and mumble apologies, when I realized he hadn't seen or heard me.

It was then that I stood still and took full advantage of the moment and my eyes went

right to his penis. And I found it. It stuck up and floated and was small like a peanut

and came to a little sheathed point. It undulated in the bath water. waving to me like a

finger. I was dressed in my cleaning garb, much as a housewife and it was all I could

do not to fall on my knees and attend to the things good wives must do when their

husbands are in need of cleaning, and a thorough one at that.

But 1 know that Ovalda has no penis and what I had seen was a terrycloth

towel placed under his back to soften the scratchy old tub. From down below and

between his legs, an errant corner had drifted up and wavered in that exact precise

place. It was just a matter of being caught off guard, and I handled the situation

skillfully I backed out and no one was the wiser. And just to make sure all was fine,

after his bath I asked him if we could wind up the mechanical clowns. He had stood in

his bathrobe all shiny and wet but had only wound up one. I don't recall which one,
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something and like a fbol I missed an important sign In certain situations, you can

never be too subtle.

The house sparkles and as I am not required to cook, I pace back and forth in

front of the breakfront, back and forth eyeing Tito and Yodel, scrunching up the

personal ad in my pocket. I pull it out and place it on the counter, smoothing out the

rumpled edges and take a red pen and circle it ten times around. I draw exclamation

points in the margins and pull the phone over and reach for my coffee cup. But if I

had been required to cook, it would have been burned or cold by now. I pull on my

rubber gloves and polish the toaster. After I started working here, I began to bring

over my own cleaning equipment and moved it all into the garage. There were

brooms and mops and buckets and dusting essentials and after a while Ovalda allowed

me a space in the storeroom. Now I have a few drawers in the actual kitchen.

It is 1 0 o'clock, I can do nothing else, and it is then that the bedroom windows

come to mind. I do not grab my bucket or anything, I simply recall a chore I was

suppose to do and so I tie on a mint green headscarf and take a new apron from out of

my own little pantry and I wonder if I shouldn't put the telephone back and the pen

and hide the personal a.d because if I had time to be calling all over to those dating

services, then the windows should have been done, and what's worse, what if he sees

me eyeing the ad? What would come of that? I grab the bucket and fill it with water

and it is cold and I empty it and fill it again properly with soapy warm window

washing water with all kinds of rags and newspapers and such, and I slosh it down in
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point I recall which clown Ovalda wound up that dayit was the hoop tossing one,

and biting my lips and holding my forehead, 1 strain to get his message out of this, and

pacing I decide to get a re-porcelain kit for the tub when I get the special glue and I

will also get some Three-in-One oil for the mechanical clowns, and perhaps I can talk

Ovalda into letting me care for them, and nodding my head, I yank on my gloves once

again, and, adjusting my headscarf, I grab for the mop but then I decide to wind up the

clowns and as I turn I slide on some slop in the kitchen and trying to regain my

footing, my feet slipping and sliding on a thin sheet of water, using the mop for

balance until I am able to catch on to the counter, I skidder to a splashing halt with my

feet hanging there scuttling beneath me and just as I fall. I cry out "LThh" like Judy

Garland.
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T\\ ilght

I tilt my head from side to side. My face breaks apart in the bevels of the

mirror. 1 have two sets of eyes and two sets of lips. in the ashen glow of firelight, I

pull the combs from my hair, and much like a veil, it falls to my naked shoulders. I

am fading and it has come to me that I am fading.

I have taken to rubbing and scraping myself and examining my fingertips and

under my nails. I use a silver file, running its edge over my forearms to scrape off the

fragments. Under dimmed lights in my dressing room, I examine the pieces. I push

them around with a sable brush. They are grainy and coarse like cremation remains

with facets and chunks of what appear to be mica and quartz. 1 sense it is mica and

quartz because it is elemental and because it glitters. I sift through them with the door

latched behind me, and with a mortar and pestle I pulverize them. And for this, I wait

for the dark, because unlike the ashes of the dead, they burst and ignite with the blue-

white flash of sparkiers. I keep them in old powder boxes and when needed reapply

them using one of the many pink or blue puffs I have acquired over the years. Perhaps

it is not decay perhaps it is perfection.

I sit with a man called Husband. He strokes me and slaps me. it pleases him

when I coo, when his handsome teeth shine down. He watches me, yet has no

knowledge of my fading. But then again, perhaps he does perhaps he recognizes it as
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knowledge.

In the brittle moments of winter twilight, my skin takes on a radiance. Tonight

there is roast lamb for dinner encrusted with mint and salt from the sea. We sit

divided by the shimmering of two single tapers that burn with the ambiance of love.

The ambiance of love, the props of which most often shimmer, fills space.

Karl tears the fell from the Iamb. His nostrils flare and he leans in to speak of

tomorrow night. His eyes go dark as he shifts back in his chair calling my name. He

believes this accounts for my radiance. Before I stand to go to him, I blot my red lips

on a white linen napkin.

I kneel down in front of him. My thumbs trace the varnish that coats the arms

of his chair. 1 am wedged into the space between his thighs. My mouth is now full

and my eyes weep with choking. From above, his words are his hands and his hands

are his words as he pushes and pulls on my hair. I lean back and in the pallor of

moonlight my knees are the color of lilacs. He drinks wine and helps me to rinse my

mouth. With this kiss, he pushes me down to the floor. He watches as I lift things up

and pull things down and snap things against my abdomen. He stands watching in

such a way as to remind me of what will happen, unbuckling his belt and releasing the

noose of his tie. He talks of tomorrow night. I run my fingers through the static fleece

of the carpet, deep in the Persian wool.
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Lamb fat conueals and coats the hone china I run hot water until a swirl of

steam rises. I melt it. Soap spurs free from the bottle and the liquid is blue this time

it is blue and bitter on the tip of my tongue Much as the washcloth is drenched in

blue foam, so am I. By the luster of the moon I see that I stand in my own frosted

haze. Karl peels off of me in microscopic flakes if he senses something, he eiiters

the obscure darkness of the kitchen. He watches me. I feel frightened that he might

notice, and in the candle ends that sputter, I bend to lather the sink and scrub it clean.

Under the scent of soap, mutton smell hangs in the air.

The bed sheets are cold. Static snaps between my legs. From under my rib

cage, the flash of phosphorescence. His lips are dry and flaky they ripple against the

back of my neck fusing with my spinal column. These vibrations cause me to crackle.

1 break apart from him, turning around, and in my own lightening I raise the wool

blanket and from down underneath and in between, he is like a beacon. I see that his

hair is dusted, but it is his mouth and lips that glimmer with brittle fragments of me.

I wear a gown of woven silk threads in crimson and garnet and emerald and

gold. It is sleeveless and backless with black velvet cording and there is a single pearl

clasp at the back of my neck. 11 wear nothing underneath but a pair of black stockings

fastened with the taut rubber grips of a garter. My hair is piled high, held in place

with combs and my skin glows with the application of crèmes. Underneath this finish
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is a frosting of powders. which I have applied with one of the many pink and blue

puffs I have acquired over the years.

Karl stands in the shadows of fire, which play off the angles of his face.

Flames pop and embers clink. He gestures to the cherry sideboard upon which he has

placed a vial of perfume and three glasses. Tonight we will have our guest, he says.

He pours amber liquid for a crystal decanter. I reach for the atomizer, gently bending

forward at the waist, and as I turn to mist my throat, squeezing the pink rubber pump,

he strokes and presses and whispers a name.

I have been asked to light three candelabrums. which stand upon a petit point

runner. I use long wooden matches, which I strike against a piece of flint. Golden

sparks and the white-hot of sulfur explode in tiny bursts. He watches from the corner,

leaning up against the mantle. The gown rustles and from inside and under its sheath,

I feel its weight cling to the curvature of my hips. Concealed beneath this veneer, the

structure of my skin pulsates, as flecks of powdered pigment break free, dissipating

and fusing with the carbon flakes that float in the air.

I circle round and round the table, bending and twisting in ways that allow the

flames to play off the spectrum of the gown, meandering in such a way as to make full

use of the fire. I nibble on caper berries, which I gather up in fingerfuls, The wax has

now softened and begins to drip from the tips of the candles.

Through tall cathedral windows, in the blue light of winter, the stars are

visible. Coma Berenicids glows faintly in the sky. Prisms crackle through ice chips

that fill three goblets of water. I revolve around the table in such a manner that
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my heightened state that drives me

\Vhen at last I come to a halt. I sip wine from his glass Our fingers interlace

and it is across this entanglement that he encircles my wrist with a chipped diamond

bracelet, And it is at this moment when my skin is most active, my bone structure

molten so as to seem dispelling of any and all matter, that someone else enters the

room.

In the gilded mirror, I tilt my head from side to side. Karl removes the combs

from my hair. ,And it is he who unclasps the gown: it slips to the floor like a stringful

of pearls. I stand in the sheen of a gossamer veil. In the reflection he walks away into

the shadows of the room. Elements trail behind in his wake, swirling fragments of

mica and quartz, showers of copper and cobalt unfurl like ice from a comet.
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The Bee Man

I keep bees; in this I am surrounded by perfection and those who say otherwise

are wrong: they are neighbors and shopkeepers and gossiprnongers Sometimes there

are signs along the way. if we could only see.

The reason I say this, is that I myself am flawed. The problem I claim are my

eyes. I wear thick-lensed, black-rimmed glasses and have ever since I was a boy.

It was at that time that I was introduced to bees. They swarmed me in the back

meadow. As I lay in the tall grasses, preparing to be stung, I thought of my mother

who was one hill over hanging out the sheets. The bees covered me up like a living

blanket. From my shoes to my cap, they landed, their noise coming to fill my ears and

my head. I lay perfectly still. My skin was crawling and my ears buzzing. I saw

myself from above a undulating boy shape cloaked in a million bees. The droning

and the pressure of millions of tiny feet were like an electric shock; it was heated, and

suddenly as if a light went on, I understood the plans for the hive; maps were danced

out on my face; they chained across my chest as if measuring me, and then the queen

herself made an appearance. She landed and burrowed at once into my left eye laying

larva grubs under the lid, and then she moved on to the right. Over my nose bridge

and into my tear ducts she nestled, as if into a lair, depositing her warmth and her wet.

Semi-circles in flashes of lightening and the blue-black of eyeballs danced in my head.
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Worm shapes exploded Mv lids and lashes were stuck together with a milky

substance, the eiglit and temperature of which soothed me And then, extricating

herself, she crawled thickly and slowly up through the jelly, squirming out from under

my eye lid, up to that place between one's brows. It was from this spot that she took

flight, the drones following in orderly fashion, the last regiment of which, upon

departure, freed my outstretched arms and legs, as if a pair of unseen hands had gently

removed a blanket. I open my encrusted eyes. All that remained were a few

stragglers like sorties they zigzagged in the blue-black sky above my head, their legs

hanging down, drunken and coated with pollen.

I had sat up. Then I stood, grabbing on to the sedge, using handfuls of heavy-

headed stalks to pull myself to my feet. Seed heads broke off in the sweat of my

palms, and as I flicked and brushed the hulls away, I turned around to take in the

faultless impression where I had lain, for indeed 1 had not struggled. And here pressed

into the strong green grasses, stems bent and crushed, was the perfect imprint of a very

large boy. But instead of falling to the girth of this image, so easily done on a school

night instead of snapping the stretched elastic of my waistband or walking is such a

way as to catch my shadow, sucking in my stomach and holding tight the jiggle of my

breasts, I was struck with thoughts of the queen. Yet, it was not so much in thought

that she came to me. but with a strange longing.

I left the area, but not before marking the location, mapping it out by means of

an old oak and the Pickford's rotting barn. The wind carried the echoes of

approaching evening and the sky was darkening with clouds. My mother came to
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mind Yet. it was not with thouuhts of her that I was overwhelmed, hut with visions of

linens soon to be drenched. I walked home through the gray-green rustle of grass.

black crows soaring above in the yellow dust of twilight, From a distance, I could

hear the snapping and flapping of laundry.

My hives are situated in the backyard directly off the bedroom window. They

are flanked on both sides by a garden which contains flowers and herbs: the crimsons

of bee balm, and the blues-blacks of borage, and the bright gray-violet of Russian

sage. And in the silver confine of a circle of birches, mother's rugosa roses.

In the recessed panes of a leaded bay window, placed upon thin metal shelves,

I have arranged twelve glass pints of extraordinary honey, for having been

meticulously reared upon certain flora, the bees have produced a palette of both flavor

and color, the amber tinctures flickering forth through the mottled blue-green of old

Ball jars.

Where long shadows meet, cast by the shape of a gnarled oak and the outline

of a barn, there is a white wooden trellis swing laden with honeysuckle in and upon

which we rock in the evenings. From here I can see that Penelope's porch light is on.

Bees are not my hobby, nor my livelihood. I can see Penelope's silhouette in the

kitchen. I am, however, known in and around my area as the bee man. Perhaps she is

preparing a meal. She and I, nevertheless, do barter. Some sewing here, some errands

there, we have struck up an understanding that involves tit for tat in and around the

business of everyday. Lamb stew with bread and cheese? For example, she delivers

me to the eye doctor and waits to bring me home. In a practical gesture, she purchased
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bus passes fur iwo And with the exception of snickers from neizhbors and igles

from children, this arrangement has functioned to the benefit of us both

Penelope stands near the window, And I, having remained corpulent, need

things to be tended to. For example, she buys netting and screening and smoke cans

and paint. And she is able to pull out frames. She weeds and prunes the herbs. In

return for this, she is provided with glass jars of honey. Penelope's porch light goes

out.

Often it is not obvious when the structure of one's existence is pushed out,

when the circular confines of a situation are altered. I answered the door in my bee-

keepers garment. A face heavily coated with powders. Was it only last spring'? She

began to arrive with things other than those ordered. The five-pedaled blossoms of

rugosa roses. And with these, she set up the table. Casseroles appeared. A quiet

milling of people, china plates in hand, some clad in black cassocks, much like my

own. Wax paper an errant wooden spoon. The soft drippings of candle wax rolled

into balls. My canvas gloves strewn upon tables. Later, some neighbors took away

the dishes. i, in the alcove of the little bay window, dappled in the flecked light of

stained glass. A bee veil placed on a folding chair. The rustling of onionskin.

Then, one morning, a few boiled eggs with some harmless pieces of toast.

Cold beef sandwiches spread with horseradish. I was often wearing my head gear. A

broiled chicken was pulled from the oven and placed before me by with matching hot

pads and oven mitts. From the kitchen I heard whipping and frothing. A bunt cake

appeared. There were parafl'ined jars ofjelly. I smoked the bees and pinched dead
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their queen And dishes to he done and the wiping of hands and the drying of drain

boards with dishtowels that needed airing in the evening breeze so that they would be

fresh in the morning. My netting kept out the glare. Dusting took place as did the

shaking and beating of rugs. Sachets. Cinnamon powder and attar of roses.

Borage and bee balm plucked from the warmth and wet of a summer morning

found their way into vases long forgotten. And then patent leather appeared and a

dress printed with violets. Seamless stockings and her best black shoes, face heavily

coated with powder. Gloves, too a little netted hat with a cocked feather and a visit

that ended quickly and blindingly with the dreadful prospect of a dinner date. Yet, not

just a dinner date, such as at the Hob Nob downtown, but rather to my alarm, with the

plan of eating at the Buffet, which is located on the outskirts of town, For indeed, this

place has been in existence forever, serving up all one can eat. it was not quite at the

end of my mother's time that she and I often went out there to dine on pleasant Sunday

afternoons. It is also the same place where I began to take my meals as she worsened

and after, it was not uncommon to drive out there three or four times a week.

Shadows of night have all but taken over. Penelope's house is now dark. The

forms and shapes of things surrender to a melting gray and for just a moment, before

the true black of night tips the scales of day, the trellis arm, on a backward glide,

cracks and splinters. And with a graceless jolt, I plummet. It is however, the snap and

echo of the shattered wood that startles me. I lie akimbo, still in my seat, yet now on

the ground with my feet in the air. My weight and form compress the cool wet of the

evening grass.
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I begin to assess the damae first wialin my fingers and toes. My glasses

are askew and as I straighten them out on the bridge of my nose. I engage in the

intricate process of breathing deeply to ascertain injury I rest. Up above, through the

vinecovered lattice, the early stars are twinkle. From where I am situated, the

fragrance of honeysuckle is now supplanted by the tang of damp earth. I do not

struggle. To the left and right, the labyrinth of a root system, which clambers up

giving way to a canopy of vines twisting up towards the sky. And in allowing myself

to trace their path, I am convinced that no damage has been done. It remains a

question of extrication. Just as I begin to devise such a plan, some nuts and bolts once

more give way. The swing structure further collapses, and as it falls, the sides of the

trellis cave in, which in turn causes me to take precautions to protect myself I cover

my spectacled eyes with my hands. But it is the vines themselves, which save me.

Lush brambles cling to the roof of the trellis, and as it tumbles, its fall is softened and I

am spared being crushed. However, I am now pinned and pressed under a jumbled

pile of rotting wood entwined with honeysuckle, most of which covers my face.

Through the lenses of my glasses I am able to make out the intricate veins ofjaponicas

leaves. I wait. The dinner hour comes and goes. Then with complicated maneuvers, I

free my arms. The roof of the trellis rests upon me. .A layer of leaves and trumpet

shaped flowers cushions its weight. One by one I pluck off the blossoms, and in a

flattened state, by means of bending my elbows, squeezing my arms up the length of

my abdomen, I manage to stuff my mouth. And soon enough the night sky is exposed

I have opened up the elements. My fingertips glisten with the nectar of petals. I peer
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of the fallen trellis, bats dart.

In the lux of the moonlight the old oak tree and the pewter remains of the

Pickford's barn. Elongated shadows once again mapping. A cool breeze rushes

through the garden, on a low path it enfolds the roses and comes to settle on me.

Scents mingle with the passing of time. Constellations come and go. The arc is

revealed.

Early dawn I awakenot to bird song, but to a woman's singing and to the

intermittent pulley screech of the clothesline. Her melody is not so much interrupted,

but punctuated by the snapping and flapping of wet things. My lips and eyes and

sticky, my glasses gone. I manage to extricate myself and arch my neck and take in

the dewy image of my mother hanging out the wash but not just any washindeed it

is my underwear and not interspersed and commingling with other articles of

clothing, such as socks and linens, but a multitude of pairs snapping and flapping in

unison with the morning breeze seemingly in conjunction with the words of her little

ditty. With her empty basket, she walks the length of the pebbled path which winds

back up to the house. In passing, she stops and gapes and in a flash she drops the

baskets, and falls to her knees. She begins plucking and pushing and swishing at

things, all the while talking quickly of breakfast plans and the cocoa that will be

prepared as soon as I am set free. A house dress blows in the breeze as she struggles

so that I am soon billowed inside of a calico tent under which her bosom and belly

covers my face. She reaches and stretches, batting at things, ripping at greenery,
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throwin tendrils ofT to one side. workin furiously to uncover me, all the while

talking of bacon fried crisp, of eggs broken and coddled in butter, Her voice iThally

hutTs as the burden is lightened. Outstretched, reaching over me, she collapses and

comes to a resting slump on top of me, her heavy body draped in the cloth oilier shift,

which, by means of the morning sun through its fluttering folds, I am able to

determine is imprinted, not with what I first thought the violet, but with the rugosa

rose. The poking of crab grass. Muffled sounds of the snapping of laundry. The

gentle odor of girdle rubber.
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The Red Box

Sunday evening approaches and it is raining arid it is November and rain he

knows can lend itself to gloom, especially on a Sunday and more so when the shelf is

bare. Mr. Bulokov's breadbox holds nothing but crusts. He bends slightly and puts a

crumb into Eeskra's cage and then gently drapes a brown linen cover over the bars.

There is fancy work on the linen and pale light flitters through and he knows this light

gives the old bird a feeling of forests.

Bulokov tightens his housecoat, but the belt soon finds its place beneath a

meager paunch and the robe is loose once again. The paunch is bloat; it contains no

substance, but his pockets are heavy with stuff Meager arms circle round and join

under this bulk. Shuffling in russet colored carper slippers. Bulokov listens to the

shuffles; soft leather brushing faded Turkish wool and he can almost taste it.

A vision of tea steeped dark, sweetened with spoonfuls of sugar and curling

with steam beckons to Bulokov. He brushes crumbs onto a painted blue plate and sets

it aside on the open window ledge.

A little glass lamp burns on a wooden table. It has a parchment shade and

buzzes with warmth, casting a glow that brings the day to an end. Things shift,

evening arrives, and Bulokov's shoulders fall. His sparse gray hair is in wisps and

tufts and sticks out from the sides of his head. Something quivers and hangs in the air.
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Bulokov waits in the pale purple shadows bowing his head to listen Bird song and

bells from the square below bear the soft echoes of dusk. Rain patters and radiators

clank, and then there is the steam smell of radiators from warm painted iron and it

never fails to soothe, It is time.

Like a tinker about to display his wares, Bulokov rolls up the frayed sleeves of

his housecoat. From large pockets he takes out a reading glass, a packet of tobacco,

and two boxes of matches. One box is painted blue and what paint is left, reveals a

flag. The other is painted a deep red. Brushing the table, he places his items down in

a thoughtfiul manner. Weightless, or so it now seems, he sits down in the chair

adjusting his buttocks to help pad the hard seat of the chair. Bulokov picks up the

reading glass and polishes it with the flap of his robe and hunching over as if reading a

map, he gazes through its thick lens at the shabby cloth that covers the table. He sees

printed teacups and chickens and baskets of apples fading and stained with age.

Searching for his favorite spots, he finds them one by one tea rings with jam, milk

and cheese, fish grease, sweets, and several burn holes. He then pinpoints the newest

smudge. His lips tremble in the same instant that his eyes go deeper. It is a burn and

he is glad that it is a burn, for a grease stain would never do. It covers a printed

chicken and with a magnified finger he rubs the crisped blackened weave and the

chicken disappears into a tiny pile of soot. Bulokov smells his finger and thumb, and

then takes out his handkerchief and wipes his hand in thought. Growling coils up

from inside his robe and he reaches for his packet of tobacco. He rolls a cigarette
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entiv moistening the thin paper with the point of his tongue. \Vith his other hand, he

finds the blue matches, and it is this box that he shakes and the dry sticks rattle.

He sits smoking in blue curls of smoke puffing. licking and tasting until

twilight deepens and expands and all things are shrouded.

With weariness, Bulokov now puts his smoking accoutrements aside. He

reaches for the red box of matches and opens it with a tender push. The tiny

cardboard squeaks and he sets it down on the table and carefully picks up the looking

glass and brings it up to his eye. He bends his head at just the right angle to look

down at the box. And a tiny group of people climb out, the last of which is old and

she is helped over the edge by the younger and taller ones. It is a small group of

seven, and they wave up at him as they jump out, and they shout and they race,

skittering and madcap, around the table's terrain and Bulokov follows everywhere

they go, his head swerving up and down and left and right, until his whole body moves

in unison with their antics. The stains are but stepping stones and the grease spots are

ice ponds, but the burn holes are raggedy clefts that send all the little people into

fervors and tremors and once again they run hickety-pickety until they meet and gather

at the newest burn hole, flinging themselves down around its rough and cindered

edges, such as a merry picnic around a hallowed brook. And Bulokov does much the

same, he too is now still and the cluster below him is calm and they catch their breath

and fan themselves. And all is at a standstill a hush falls over the world. Bulokov

leans in from above tilting his head in a miniscule way so as to make his ear angle

perfect. And he holds his breath, waiting and watching. The little group now leaps up
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skipping and joining hands and they circle around this burn hole all dancing and

laughing. The smaller ones do acrobatics and attempt to climb on shoulders. They

wave and holler up to Bulokov until the old one settles them down. They collect in a

tight little group, all bunched up according to size, and from down below comes

wafling up a joyous and happy choir.

"Papa has a big eye! Papa has a big eye!'

Then as quick as a wink, they break up and flee and head back to the

matchbox, yelling and whooping as they climb up its sides, throwing up glances and

awkward waves as they straddle to get back inside. Little ones tarry and big ones

weep until in a moment of chaos, the old one claps her hands and shoos and herds

everyone along, but at the last instant before she disappears into the box, she looks up

at Bulokov and unties her kerchief and swooshes it high in the air.

Bulokov closes the little red box, never taking the glass from his eye. F-fe uses

a finger and thumb, squeezing with care until the box is closed.

Phlegm now collects and he falls to coughing. He spits into his handkerchief

The spittle is brown with the juice of tobacco. In this violent wracking he leans across

the tabletop and in doing so, releases the reading glass from his grip. It plummets to

the floor.

Bulokov rests in the echoing silence. With empty hands, he flattens and

presses his hair. Using the flap of his robe, he wipes at his mouth while looking down

at the shards. Something has lifted from him; his shoulders seem smaller and his

ribcage is shrunk. Tightening his robe once again, Bulokov rises and removes the
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linen from Eeskra's cage Many feathers litter the bottom, as do measly piles of

excrement, Two speckled eyes peer out. Bulokov turns the cage so that it faces the

window and opens its little wrought door.
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The Burp

Gregor is hot under the collar. I put aside my blini making and approach him in

the gingerly fashion I employ under such circumstances clad in my apron with blond

tendrils swept up. As he stands making himself a drink. I gently invade his air space

and when the moment is right I fiddle with his belt buckle and by the time he has

thrown back his bourbon. I have him near ready. He falls out of his pants and down to

my face and because he is big, I am able to sink to the carpet with my legs off to one

side stroking and squeezing, arching my neck as he hardens. The pink how of my

apron rests on my backside and the strings drape over my legs and encircle Gregor's

feet. 1 myself am wearing my mules.

Today my Gregor is tall and I must get up on my knees having full access to all

his angles. As things progress he pushes me away and taking hold of himself with one

hand and loosening his tie with the other, he walks backwards luring me, undressing in

his business suit over towards the corner where he leans up against the wall, his face

silhouetted like a cameo in pale green light. On all fours I follow. Before I take him

once again, he reaches down and lifts my face from under my chin and looks at me, I

mean he really looks at me. His eyes run like fingers over the structure of my face, his

hands so soft smelling of bay rum. Our eyes lock in a moment of flashing beauty at

which point he takes it upon himself to put himself back in my mouth. Itake in as
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imich as I can, trying not to hurt him with my teeth. hut upon opening my throat I

burp, a big hollow echoing one that reverberates throughout the room. He shrinks and

shrivels, all the while shaking his beautiful face up above me still haloed and framed

in the soft green.

Stirring and whisking makes my heart heaves, and my Gregor has slipped

away. I hold a stainless steel bowl and on purpose, I heat and beat until my chest

hurts, gritting my teeth to purge all the energy down through my arms and out of that

cavity just below my ribs and I shudder and expel a lump of it. Then I stop and catch

my breath and see I have fouled the biscuits. They too are now lumpless, all creamy

and beaten smooth, so instead I add more liquid to make pancakes. I dump in a glob

of Golden Spread and an additional egg or two. And then I whip some more. The

skillet is hot and smoking. I ladle in some batter.

Rory is sweaty and smells of beer. He is fat and I press in close to the counter

as he walks past me to get to the refrigerator. An oily cloud of grimy vapor follows in

his wake. I can sense his silent rage and make myself invisible, a trait I have

developed and continue to perfect.

Bubbles have formed on the pancakes so I quickly flip them as Rory gulps his

beer, but in doing so I lose control of the spatula sending dough globs all over my

front. Rory slaps down the can and spits in the sink then wraps his arm around my

waist and pulls me to him. He is short and I must lower my head as he stretches to

reach my lips. For a moment, like glue, the batter on my breasts binds us together.

Rory's face is red and he breathes heavily as his hands and mouth work fast. He drags
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over his little footstool and climbs aboard Snaps pop, a zipper sounds and he springs

from his pants. The skillet is smoking and as I turn to push it off the heat, Rory snorts

and yanks my housecoat up over my head and pushes me over. He grabs onto the

bones of my hips and forms himself to the curve of my back. His work badge digs

into ribs. 1 focus on the floor tiles. Sugar ants crawl in a line around the base of the

stove encircling and weaving a path between Rory and me. 1 am wearing my scuffs,

which are dusted in flour. Rory grunts as he thrusts, 1 try not to crush the ants and

hold a firm position focusing on the tiny procession, which meanders between my feet.

Rory finishes up with a burp, a long low wet one like a salami burp. I feel him wipe

his mouth on my spine as he lifts his head off my back slipping out of me when he

stands up straight. He hops off the stool and walks away buckling up his belt. I stay

put, bent over watching the ants but my hand reaches up and gropes the countertop

until it finds some old crumbs, which it throws down to the ants. I wipe at myself with

a corner of my housecoat.

The moon is fill. It casts a blue glow into the room and I can see my

silhouette on the wall. The bed is hot with snores. I make myself light as a feather.

Gretchen is warm with huge breasts and has equipment nearby. On her bedside table

are dildos and crops and a deck of picture cards and a video or two, Plus an old glass

of water. She sighs and rolls over enveloping my face in her breasts and reaches to get

at the dildo, which she lets me suck and kiss. I am petted and suckled and rubbed and

tickled. She calls out my name. She asks how my day was. Did I get enough to eat?



Was my coffee hot? Ho\s is the gas tank All the while I get to answer in the positive

between licks and nibbles until we toss back the covers and get down to business All

night. The moon casts our shadows across the walls and from where 1 am at any time,

I watch. The implements show up tine. At one point I am showing off letting

Gretchen use two dildos on me. one up top, one on the bottom. She is really going at

it. It is fast and furious and when I am driven to talk dirty. 1 burp, one of those loud

hot dry ones that hurt. So she turns the dildo on herselfholding it between her breasts

and does Nixon impressions. At dawn we draw the drapes and have one last game of

Fish, sitting cross-legged sharing a smoke, and then we sleep till two.

There you have it. The next morning I clean up the mess of eggshells and dry

batter and kick his little stool back under the table. Rory has gone off to work and I

clean the house from top to bottom, except in the kitchen where 1 leave the ants to

themselves. Around noon. I go into the bedroom to collect dirty cloths. Bending and

sorting, I start to make piles: whites, darks, colors and Rory's. I take a break and put

on my burqah. I make up my eyes in all shades of black, outlining them in thick

strokes of coal and pitch and midnight blue. in front of the mirror. I stand veiled.

Drawing the drapes, I open a chest of drawers and pull out my Ziploc bags

filled with toy ships. tiny barrels, military action figures, Monopoly money, drilling

gear, a box of sand, contracts. official gifts, government figures, armaments, a Saudi

king or two, The Roosevelts, all of them, belly dancers with extra veils, an astrologer,

sheep, miniature maps, CIA dolls, a little Red Book, Texans, a gang of serious

proletariat, Seven Sister accoutrements, U.S. presidents after WWII, peasants, Uncle
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Ho, Marxist dolls, a tiered wedding cake, more weaponry. Islamic dolls, Democracy

figures, workers, industrialists, a Pinochet puppet, corporate CEOs, Communists,

Stalinist architecture, terrorists, all sorts of proxy war theaters, freedom fighters,

Castro, a handful of bourgeoisie, guerrilla guys, missiles. Tito, an old beat-up Lenin

doll, barbed-wire, poppy plants, little slogan cards, The Q'ran, M-16s, Allah items, a

copy of Das Kapital, mountain and cave structures, Allende, tankers, the Shah, Exxon,

Shell, Sunoco, Esso, BP. etc, the red flying horse, scraped mass transit plan

documents, ICBMs, homeless people, Flint car factory mock-ups. Air Force One,

Jimmy Carter, assorted aircraft, an 011ie doll, scuds, fake broccoli, a Saddani's son

doll, the Bushes, all of them, a Katharine Harris Barbie doll, a boxful of SUVs, and

sections and portions of the New York sky line, just to name a few.

On the floor, I randomly set things up. I make the 011ie doll kiss Katherine

Harris I make Uncle Ho sit in a cave I make up proxy war theaters: Texans planting

poppy fields with a flock of sheep in Flint, freedom fighters eating tiered wedding

cake in the company of Allende, Tito and Castro fighting over a little Red Book, Old

Lenin and Jimmy Carter reading the Quaran in the sand, belly dancing CEOs, peasants

reading maps while riding red horses, Marxists and CiA figures having their

horoscopes read, proletariats driving slogan covered SUVs, broccoli and mass transit

plan documents aboard a sunken tanker, the Bush twins sitting on the Shah's lap,

tugging at his head gear, on Air force One, which is piloted by Roosevelt and co-

piloted by homeless people, until every piece is used and everything has a place, well

almost everything, because no matter what I do or how I play or reshuffle things it
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always comes out the same me sitting cross-legged on the floor surrounded by toys

in a seemingly domino fashion, my hands raised over my head until once again I

wreck things and smash things all over the place making battle noise from under my

veil.

I hear the key rattle in the front door but it is Gregor who peeks down the hail

wondering where I am. He is dressed so nicely with his topcoat folded over his arm at

the end of which hangs a briefcase and when he sees me he motions for me to leave

my toys behind and come join him by the fire. I don't think he'll go in for the burqah

but before I have time to explain, I am swooshing towards him down the hail in my

pink negligee under which I wear nothing.

He hasn't much time so down I go on the couch at his gentle insistence. Then

with my legs splayed, one over the couch back and the other resting on the coffee

table, he crawls in between and his head pops up; he lifts the negligee draping it over

my face giving him full access to everything all of which he gives equal time, of

course. Gregor finds frosting on my breasts and sand in my belly button, so he directs

his attention between my thighs. He discovers oil in my pubic hair he begins to choke

so hard that he coughs up a tiny AK-47, or is it a Kalashnikov, I can't see it too clearly

because my face is veiled in pink. And as soon as he spits it up while clearing his

throat, he burps a huge beer-type man burp, and out pops an energy mogul, Gregor

pulls down my housecoat and uses it to wipe his mouth, his hair all messy and he spits

on the carpet, running the back of his hand over his lips, looking sexy I must say,

shaking his head as he gets up to leave. Something tells me we are finished.



I see Gretchen down the hallway She is squatting down and picking up toys.

As I walk towards her, she stands slowly whispering that I stunning in a hurqah I

bend over collecting some anarchists, but soon find myself leaning against her

explaining that Gregor and I are through. She pats my head and peeks under my

facecloth asking if I'd rather sit down and play some more. There, there she says,

class whacking never works, she continues, adding that since I have been seeing

Gregor, I haven't been as receptive to her, whereupon, we sidle together up to the bed.

Gretchen puts some toys in her lap and begins to pick through them. I sit near her

watching and wiping my eyes. She chooses out a few pieces and gives me the usual

spiel, holding up the usual pieces and lining them up on the bed between us in the

usual way. I snivel and nod as usual, looking down at her work, once in a while

fingering and straightening out the pieces, picking certain ones up to sniff such as the

Wedding cake or Castro, asking rhetorical questions like .. So, peasants are naturally

socialist?

We decide to kill Rory. He is a slob and holds about enough likelihood of

change as Gregor, maybe less. Gretchen and I decide we are in the middle together

and that we are the only hope we are not completely devoid of the sense of our own

importance, Therefore we take a break, but not before she rearranges some special

figures, displaying for my benefit a powerful visual based on a band of peasants and a

crew of bourgeoisie which she mixes all together into one big pile. We then lie back

on the bed on our sides facing each other with the little heap in-between. We decide

to get married.



We are celebrating tossing up the bedspread sending all the figures flying.

Under the tent poof we meet, me in my hurqah and Gretchen struggling out of her

clothes claiming, in a sexy accent, that she must have my jewel. In the darkness pacts

are made, pledges and vows are sealed. There is nothing nicer than big warm breasts,

what could he better on Earth? Soon we need air. I shimmy over Gretchen getting

hotter by the minute reciting a catechism that I know will make her happy. It contains

impressive names and important dates, not just the usual ones I go for broke with my

hands on my knees and my butt poked out, showing off with words like 'intelligentsia'

and diaJectical materialism' batting my eyes at her big proud face, Seriously, what

could be nicer? Poo poo pee doop'.

I wake to the sound of a pull-tab. Swear words reach me from the kitchen

where Rory is rooting around for food. I am on the bedroom floor in the middle of

unsorted laundry. I skulk to the kitchen. In the pocket of my housecoat I find some

SUVs, which I resolve to lob at him as soon as I see his face. Sure enough, he's

leaning against the sink all ruddy and stinking of grease with his arms crossed,

waiting. A change in tactics, instead I ask him what he wants for supper. While he's

looking at me trying to decide if I'm serious, I know what 1 must do. 1 pop open the

front of my housecoat while dragging out his little stool with my foot. All aboard, big

fellow, the fuck-train is leaving, is what I say and in a matter of seconds he's hoisted

himself up all glassy eyed and out of breath with his pants pulled down. I cozy up to

him with my backside exposed spreading my feet wide apart crushing ants left and

right. The plan takes shape. I begin by talking like his boss with my lips curled,
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trying out certain words and phrases like -pounding' and whip session'. 'take care of

business', and 'over-load me', things like this. 1 carefully take note of which ones do

the trick and I slow the action down. A spatula lies on the counter, a rubber one. I

hand it back to him, giving him something to work with while I put the words into use.

He reaches around to get at my front with the spatula. which he has a hard time doing

because he has short limbs and if! straighten up so he can get at me, he'll pop right

out. So I bend over further giving him complete and utter access to me, I even angle

my knees out a little like a Sumo wrestler, all the while talking dirty and letting him go

at it anywhere with the spatula. Rubber slapping drives him nuts so I work him over

like this about ten times, bringing him up up up and bringing him back down again

starting all over with the same old shtick wherein I make full use of same old words

and phrases which I can tell by now are his favorite. He's going bananas. On about

the eleventh run he's hacking and sounds like a racehorse. And then I bring out the

big guns. I tell him what if I get him a whip and do a couple guys in front of him and

lie can let loose2 Set him up in a chair, a nice important one, and let him watch

barking out orders, which he can then go at me for carrying out? We'll have some

movies playing in the background. I'm saying all this, it spills from my tongue and

I'm feeling like there's a monster clung to my back and my underpants are stretched

down around my ankles and lots of the ants are dead. My housecoat is slung over my

head like a tent at which point, Rory being gone and ready to burst so there's no sense

taking him for a twelfth run, but I ask him anyway if he wants to go another round,

which does him in, my pockets spill out all over the place in unison with his shudders,
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emptying about 20 SUV micro-machines ham barn barn all over the kitchen floor. He

must have thoutht this was some kind of added sex and whipping noises because he

falls over backwards right off of the stool, the spatula still clenched in his hand, dead

as a door mouse.

I can hardy straighten up, my back is so sore, but I do soon enough and when

upright. I take a gulp of fresh clean air and let out a soft little burp, but it turns into the

vomit kind, all acrid and sour.

I call the ambulance, things are obvious, Rorv is cremated the next day. At

the undertaker, Manny is in business with his brother and they want to pull the wool

over my eyes when it comes to embalming. The cost difference is about 1 500.00

dollars, imagine that, so I tell them to wrap Rory intact in an old sheet and send him

down the conveyor belt, to stop trying to screw a widow. And while they're at it torch

the stool.

I go home to an empty dark house all quiet except for the few casseroles which

show up from the neighbors. I eat from them all at once with a spoon, standing at the

counter with the saltshaker. Someone knocks at the backdoor window. My Gregor,

perhaps? I finish chewing before I turn to see who's there. It's both Gregor and

Gretchen and as I open the door, they burst in, Gretchen first and Gregor behind with a

gun in his hand. He demands to know where Rory is, and did I kill the little guy? Oh,

you two have really done it now, both of you with your little toys thinking you'd never

be found out, he goes on. The dike here told me everything, he yells, motioning his

head towards Gretchen holding her firm with one arm behind her back. My
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Gretchen's head is all yanked back and I can see the veins in her throat her big breasts

are heaving all over the place. which gives me an idea.

Gregor spits wildly while he talks and I have never seen him this way, he's all

red in the face like Rory got when he hopped on his stool. He looks me in the eye

clenching his jaw You, you trampy lesbo trash bucket, where is your husband, your

husband? Tell me you didn't kill him, tell me he's sleeping in bed all fed after a hard

day's work at the plant bringing in the paychecks so you can stay home and fuckle and

suckle. Yeah, while the men are away let's take out the toys and go to town, he adds.

It seems Gretchen is catching the drift, because her eyebrows are raised, and by

glancing down to her left, she refers to his crotch with her eyes.

I play my first card. Gregor sure looks handsome, all angry to say the least, so I

explain to him that yes, Rory is dead, yes, but from a heart attack, yet as a very happy

man, as he, Gregor could well imagine if he'd just stop and think about it. I sweep my

tendrils up off my neck, the way he likes, raising both arms to twist them in a knot I

know in a few minutes will tumble down. I lick my finger and rub at a spot on

Gretchen's face and lift up my apron to dry it. I fluff up her breasts like two big

pillows. There, there, I say to her, he probably just needs a sandwich.

Gregor blinks. I say to him, why don't I make you a little snack and you can

sit down and read over the death certificate with Gretchen?

Gregor looks like he's having none of it but his eyes get beady and flick

between Gretchen and me and I am able to sense that in his suspicion, he's also

weighing something, afraid of missing out on an inkling of a lifetime.



I can see he's hooked. not conscious of it vet, hut he's hooked. just where I

want him to be It's all about build up and the first level is most important, I remind

myself, so 1 suggest that a drink might be just what we need to start the evening off

and that after that if he still insists, we'll bring out all the toys especially Rory's

favorites and if all goes well, we'll even show him the ones that did him in, poor Rory.

Make me bourbon, he grumbles. What? I say with eyebrows raised.

Bourbon! he shouts. Yes, dear, and what about you, Gretch? Whatever you're

having, she says.

Gregor is absorbed in thoughts of his own. He has wrestled Gretchen over to

the table and sits close to her. I am spreading mustard on buns separating cheese

slices scraping and clinking with spoons in jars. I arrange sandwiches with pickle

chips on a platter for all of us to share. Gregor still has the gun, he has placed it on the

table and twirls it around like spin the bottle and every time it points to Gretchen or

me, he laughs and huffs and spins again.

Washing my hands. I look to Gretchen our eyes meet and flash and in that

moment we know that Gregor does not have a chance.

I play my second card. I whimper around and sigh, and begin to reminisce

about Rory's final moments. Gretchen shakes her head and shifts around in her chair,

adding that for a little guy, he sure had it.

It was right in this room, you know, I say to Gregor, right here in this very

kitchen. Here's his little spatula. But don't worry Gretchen, the aprons we were

wearing are in the laundry.



Gregor asks. you 'vere wearing aprons

Yes, I answer, fixing my gaze on him, Rory enjoyed us in aprons We would

set him up at the head of the table, right there where you're sitting. and you know, we

would wait on him. bring him whatever he wanted. In the aprons. I usually wear a

full one, and Gretchen wears a half one, you can kind of see why.

Gregor clears his throat, leans back in his chair and spins the gun. It points at

Gretchen. He says, feed me, first you and then you. And 1 want both of you to sit on

my legs, one here and the other there and show me stuff you did for Rory. Go put on

some aprons. There's no way I believe your stories.

But, from under the table he shows himself to us, tilting the chair and

balancing on its back legs all proud as he takes hold and says he's going to show us

girls the real thing. Gretchen looks down at him, impressed.

I quickly undress and put niy apron back on. Gretchen is working on him by

letting hini have a little sniff of her. They start laughing and talking about plans for

the night. Gregor is showing off by throttling himself like a gearshift. Gretchen

squeaks. Then she straddles his lap all the while playing with him. Gregor sits way

back in the chair with his hands behind his head watching Gretchen and then he looks

over at me from behind her back and says, hey, baby, why didn't you tell me about

your friend here?

And they begin to go at it, fast and furious up and down, all feet and legs and

her big breasts bouncing all over with the chair creaking and scraping on the floor. I

walk over to them thinking to get involved and carry on with the plan but their eyes



are fixated. glassy and half closed and they are hanging off one another grabbing and

thrusting and talking dirty using phrases such as Rory liked, telling each other big

muffled plans to come while their chair is scooting all over the room. all eight legs of

it, so I have to step aside and finally end up having to dodge it completely.

I leave the room unnoticed and stroll languidly upstairs untying my apron

strings. They drag behind me. The higher I climb, the longer they get.




